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ABSTRACT 
Recognition of human facial expression is an important topic of affection computing 
and has numerous applications. The recognition algorithms developed so far are 
mainly based on the studies of facial muscle dynamics; they require to track the 
motion of the feature points on the face and that demands extensive computational 
cost. In this thesis, we explore the expression recognition problem from an angle that 
requires no dynamics (motion of facial muscle) to be examined, but only static data -
the intensity distribution in the images of the different facial expressions. Two 
different approaches are proposed: one based on Eigen-analysis, and the other on 
deformable template matching. We borrow the central idea of the two classical 
techniques and extend them for the development of a high performance facial 
expression recognition system. New features are added and modifications are made to 
meet the goal. One advantage of the intensity-based approach is that the high 
computation cost in tracking facial dynamics is avoided. The need of putting intrusive 
artificial attachment to human face, as required by many existing algorithms, is also 
eliminated. The error induced by the inevitable discrepancy in the head position 
(relative to the camera) between the stored images and the new input image is one of 
the most critical problems in facial expression recognition. The deformable template 
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The capability of machines to recognize and understand facial expressions 
automatically is desirable in numerous application like human-machine interface, 
animation driving. However, the complexity and great variation of individual human 
face make this task difficult and tedious. In spite of studies for years, there are still 
many unsolved problems [1]. This thesis aims at tackling this challenging problem 
from a non-traditional point of view. 
One approach for interpreting one's expressions is to observe the motion of his/her 
facial muscle, as there are distinctive deformations on the facial features like lip, chin� 
and eye when one displays affections. This observation is the starting point of much 
research on automatic expression recognition and many existing systems typically 
adopt the following approach. The dynamics of each facial expression is first recorded 
and analyzed. The various dynamics information is then organized in a reference table 
or as a set of rules, which are then used to categorize the different facial expressions 
in the subsequent recognition process. One of the widely known and commonly used 
reference tables is the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [11][12]. 
However, above approach involves accurate capture and analysis of the facial 
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dynamics that often require a lot of computations. Furthermore, in tasks like 
human-machine interface, often what is needed is only the affection type of humans 
not the details of their facial dynamics; the necessity of extracting the difficult 
dynamics information becomes questionable. 
This thesis aims at exploring the facial expression recognition problem from an 
angle that no facial dynamics information is to be extracted, but only the static 
intensity distribution in the images of the expressions. Two different approaches are 
proposed in this thesis: one based on Eigen-analysis，and the other on deformable 
template matching. 
Eigen-analysis is a technique widely used fox face recognition [20][21]. It treats 
the face recognition problem as one about two-dimensional (2-D) entities 一 the 
images themselves, not as one about the 2-D projections of some 3-D entities - the 
facial deformation. This way, the consideration of three-dimensional geometry is 
avoided. 
The central idea of the Eigen-analysis methods is to encode individual faces' 
images by some distinct feature vectors called the “Eigenface vectors". These feature 
vectors are obtained from the image set of the known individuals using Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA). In the process, each image is encoded based on the 
pre-calculated Eigenface vector and written in the form of a one-dimensional weight 
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vector. Recognition of person identity is then based upon simple similarity measure 
on the encoding value between the new input image and those database images. As for 
the perturbation of the image values due to perspective distortion in the camera 
projection process, it is assumed that the faces are positioned as frontal-parallel with 
the camera as possible, and the inevitable perspective distortion are regarded as 
random perturbations to the image data. 
We borrow the concept of the Eigenface method in our Eigen-analysis based method, 
but adjust it for recognizing not the identity but the facial expression. In the 
Eigen-analysis based approach, we have attempted two different methods: one we 
refer to as the Direct Adoption Method，and the other the Multi Subspaces Method. 
While the first one is aimed at demonstrating the capability of the Eigen-analysis 
technique for facial expression recognition, the second method involves further 
modification of the Eigen-analysis technique to enhance the recognition accuracy. 
Experimental results on how the two methods perform are presented in this thesis. 
Since the Eigen-analysis based system requires only the intensity maps not any 
distinct feature on the images to work, they are able to avoid the need of extracting 
facial dynamic information in the recognition process. Figure 1.1 shows simple 
system flow chart of our approach. 
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The second approach we propose in this thesis - Deformable Template 
Matching — is tailor-made to eliminate the error in recognition caused by the head 
movement of the input candidate. It is inevitable that there is discrepancy in the 
head position (with respect to the camera) of the human subject between the 
recognition phase and the training phase, no matter how careful he/she tries to repeat 
it. However, most of the existing recognition systems assume only the frontal view 
case [1]. Perspective distortion in the image data due to discrepancy in the head 
position is regarded as random noise to the data, although it is known just too well 
that the distortion is far from being random. 
One trick of avoiding the need of fixating the head position of the human subject 
(so as to make the system more user-friendly) is to include image data of the same 
human subject from all possible viewpoints, and let all these different datasets be used 
to recognize the same facial expression of the same person. We have adopted this 
scheme in our proposed Eigen-analysis based approach. However, this trick has the 
shortcoming of dramatically increasing the storage space and computational cost of 
recognition. 
Our second approach 一 the deformable template matching approach - is inspired 
by the novel-view synthesis technique recently proposed [27][28]. Approximating that 
the camera projection process is an affine one, given two images of a scene, the 
5 
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technique grants us a linear algorithm to project (from only the two given images) the 
3D scene to any new viewpoint we like and synthesize a new image there (which is 
usually referred to as the novel view, i.e., a view from a novel (new) viewpoint. We 
extend this idea and modify it for the development of a facial expression recognition 
system. Given two reference images (which we refer to as the model images or 
templates) of a facial expression, for any given input image, we first establish some 
correspondences between the input image and the model images. The 
correspondences would then allow us to warp the two model images to a novel model 
image at the viewpoint of the input image. With this novel view (derived from the two 
model images), we could make a comparison between the model images and the input 
image at exactly the same viewpoint. The perspective difference between the model 
images and the input image is thus not an issue. Since the warped model image and 
the input image are at the same viewpoint, we could adopt simple cross-correlation 
measures in the recognition process. 
The approach is very much unlike the traditional template matching methods. 
In contrast with the classical deformable template methods, our template deformation 
is carried out only one time’ and no function optimization process or statistical 
analysis is necessary in the deformation process. We term the approach a 
deformation-based approach since the pre-stored templates (i.e., the model images) is 
6 
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deformed to the viewpoint of the input image for direct comparison there, as opposed 
to adding more templates (for various possible viewpoints) to the database in the 
traditional approach. Notice that only two model images are needed for each facial 
expression, thus a great deal of memory storage is saved in this approach. Figure 1.2 
shows the simple system flow chart of our deformable template approach. 
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This thesis is divided into 6 chapters. Chapter 1 (the current chapter) gives the 
motivation of our research, a description of the problem we tackle, and a brief 
summary of our approaches. Chapter 2 gives a survey of the major previous work. 
C — r 3 describes our first approach - the Eigen-analysis based approach, and 
presents the experimental results related to it. In Chapter 4 we describe the second 
approach - the Deformable Template Matching based approach. There we also 
present experimental results that illustrate the performance of the approach. Chapter 
5 describes how to implement an automatic system for both of our approaches using 
Kalman filter. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the major contributions of this work and 
recommends possible future work. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
PREVIOUS WORK ON FACIAL EXPRESSION RECOGNITION 
One of the intuitive ways to interpret human facial expression is to analyze the facial 
feature (eyes, eyebrows, mouth and cheek) dynamics. This is because distinctive 
deformation could be found on these features' shape during change of facial expressions. 
There are experiments to support this claim [2] [3]. Based on this simple fact, many 
researchers try to start their facial expression recognition process on a feature points' 
base or facial muscle contraction analysis. Usually their systems could divide into two 
main parts: 
1. Capturing the movement of the facial feature points from input user by different 
feature points tracking methods or dense optical flow technique. 
2. Analyzing the facial dynamic information by using neural network or reference 
table (FACS, rule-based table) or sophistic face model. 
In this chapter�we would give a brief description on some their methods. 
2.1 Active Deformable Contour 
Terzopoulos and Waters [4] tried to estimate and re-synthesize facial expression by 
analysis of dynamic facial images using an interactive deformable contour, which called 
“snake，，. This deformable contour can be thought as an energy minimizing spline that 
would continuously deform itself and reposition on the image in order to maintain low 
value of energy function. Within Terzopoulos and Waters algorithm, the snake would 
9 
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have lowest energy value when it located at the same position of the highlighted pattern 
of the input users' images Figure 2.1 demonstrate the tracking ability of the snake [4]. 
ill 
W / ^ . ' y ^ ^ H I ^ H B f l Figure 2.1: Tracking the facial dynamic by 
^ ^ B ^ M v j p active deformable contour [4] 
This mean that whenever there has facial movement, the snake would try to keep track 
on the highlighted pattern by deforming itself. Since the parameter (state variables) of the 
spline curve could be recorded during their deformation, facial dynamic could be then 
estimated. Even though they have not further mentioned about topic on recognition 
process in their paper, they do claim that their approach could be used to address the 
problem of measuring, classifying, and recognizing dynamic human expressions in the 
discussion section, as they believe that they have already solved the key problem in facial 
expression recognition - estimation of the facial dynamic. 
2.2 Facial Feature Points and B-spline Curve 
Rather than tracking several highlighted patterns on human face, Wang, Iwai and 
Yachida [5][6] put their focus only on 19 facial feature points (FFP) in their algorithm. 
Figure 2.1 shows the position of the FFP in human face [5][6]. 
10 
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«•! Ikiki �AV • . 
^ “ ^ ^ M1  
^；；；^^^ T Figure 2.2: Facial Feature Points [5] [6] 
These FFPs are used to construct a B-spline curve, which is an analytic representation 
of different facial expressions. In order to generate a new spline curve for each input 
images, the position of FFP need to be keep tracked all the time. They employed the 
labeled graph matching method to meet this goal. The graph matching method is actually 
a cost minimization problem, which aimed to reduce two cost function: similarity cost 
and topological cost. While the similarity cost is used to keep track the FFPs and the 
topological cost is used to preserve the spatial relationship of the FFPs. Before the start of 
recognition process, changes of B-spline curve shape (positions of FFP) in respect to the 
change of different facial expressions are recorded. Then the newly generated B-spline 
from input FFP positions are compared with those pre-defined ones during recognition. 
Facial expression recognition is based on the shortest distance between the input and 
reference B-spline curves. 
2.3 Optical Flow Approach 
Besides feature point tracking approach, some researchers tried to explore the facial 
dynamic by using dense optical flow method [7] [8] [9] [10]. The position of each pixel of 
the input images needs to be tracked throughout the whole process, which their variation 
in intensity values are assumed to be small. Since all pixel positions are located in each 
frame, we could calculate the "pixel flow" by subtraction the pixel position in two 
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successive images. Figure 2.3 shows the motion vector of each pixel when there is a 
muscle contraction [7]. 
. . • ' : , ‘ " . � . - . . . : . • 
. • , I . 
• . • . ...•‘ _ ‘ � ... L 
.• 、 : ；: '//x：：'-. 
.• I�....... .�-.1: >4�. � -
). ' . . .�… •:�---��•’. . • '"�'-•'‘-
：尊5.出擎” %'、豫够f Figure 2.3 Motion vector detected by dense 
‘ optical flow technique�7] 
At the beginning of the process, the optical flow patterns for different type of facial 
expression of the input user are stored in a database. These patterns would be used to 
compare with the muscle contraction data in the input images, which are captured by the 
optical flow method during recognition phase. Those with similar "flow" pattern would 
be considered as same type of expression. 
2.4 Facial Action Coding System 
fActlon Unit Description 
AU4 ^ ^ ^ Brows are lowered and 
^ ^ H m m i Q P drawn together 
AU 1+4 | B k . Inner parts of the brows 
are raised and drawn  
medially  
AU 1+2 feir i Entire brow is rais^ Figure 2.4: Examples of Action Units (AUs) 
H j ^ E ^ ' i l N I in Facial Action Coding System [13] 
Other than directly using the optical flow pattern as reference, Facial Action Coding 
System (FACS) [11][12] is also another poplar choice for modeling the facial expressions 
by many researchers [13]. The FACS is a comprehensive, anatomically based system for 
describing all visually distinguishable facial movements. Subtle changes in facial 
appearance caused by contraction of the facial muscles are divided into 44 small 
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components, which called action units (AUs) within this coding system. Figure 2.4 shows 
some examples of action units and their description. 
In form of the coding, different type of facial expression would involve certain 
combination of action units. For example, a smile expression could be described as the 
combination of "pulling lip comers (AU12 + 13) and /or mouth opening (AU25+27) with 
upper lip raiser (AUlO) and furrow deepening (AUl 1). In order to find out which action 
units have activated in the input face, optical flow analysis would be employed here to 
extract the dynamic of action units. By comparing the activated action units' pattern 
between the input and the reference table, which has recorded the information of action 
units for each type of expression, we could predict and estimate the facial expressions of 
input candidates. 
2.5 Neural Network 
The last approach that we would introduce in this chapter is the neural network (NN) 
technique [14][15][16][17][18]. There are different types of neural network (Multi-layer 
network) used for expression analysis purpose, but their system flow is quite similar. Set 
of dense facial characteristic points (FCP) (shown in Figure 2.5) or action units, which 
defined by FACS，is used as input to the network and the output layer would contain all 
the expression types that the system could be recognized. 
Figure 2.6 shows the structure of the NN network. During training phase, positions of 
FCPs or dynamic of action units in respect to different facial expressions are fitted into 
the neural network. The trained models are then used to estimation the facial expression 
in images during recognition stage. 
13 
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Figure 2.5: The Facial Figure 2.6: The structure of the Neural Network used 
Characteristic Points (FCP) [18] for facial expression recognition [18] 
All the systems mentioned above have the common characteristic that they tried to 
interpret human facial expressions by studying the facial dynamic. The main advantage 
of this approach is that we could get the actual dynamic information of different facial 
expression throughout their processes. This would be helpful if we want to have detail 
investigation or simulation on the muscle contraction of different expressions change. 
However, in order to have accurate dense feature point extraction or optical flow 
calculation, we need to pay for a high computation cost for pixel-by-pixel calculation. In 
addition�some system requires the facial feature be highlighted with make-up for 
successful tracking, which would be highly intrusive to input user. 
In this thesis, we try to look at the facial expression recognition problem in a different 
way that we try to bypass facial dynamic analysis process. Our recognition approach only 
employed principal component analysis or deformable template matching method that no 
facial dynamic calculation would be involved. Our approach would benefit for those 
applications that only the "type" of facial expression is essential to them e.g. human-
machine system. Since we bypass the computational expensive task - facial dynamic 
extraction, our system could run on a single PC with reasonable short process time. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
EIGEN-ANALYSIS BASED METHOD FOR FACIAL EXPRESSION 
RECOGNITION 
In this chapter, we would describe in detail how we adopt and modify the Eigen-
analysis based method for facial expression recognition problem. At the beginning of the 
chapter�we first introduce some background knowledge that could assist readers to 
thoroughly understand our approach. Then we have a brief discussion on how Eigen-
analysis based method used for face recognition. The purpose of this is to let the reader 
have an insight on the core idea of Eigen-analysis based method used for recognition 
system. Finally we would have detail descriptions on our proposed method. 
3.1 Related Topics on Eigen-Analvsis Based Method 
The main core of the Eigen-analysis approach is the principal component analysis 
(PCA) [19]. This section would give a brief review on PC A. 
3,1.1 Terminologies 
Before we start our discussion on PCA method, we first introduce some terminologies 
that related to PCA. 
Observation matrix: a catenation of a set of observations with each observation 
expressed in a vector form. For example, the weight (w) and the height (h) of a student in 
a school could be represented by a two-dimensional vector Xj = [w,�]丁. A collection of 
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the weights and heights of a class with N students could be then represented by an 
observation matrix (O) with the form: 
^ W. W, Wj. 1 
O 二 u O R = [ Z i J T a J j 
Sample mean: is vector which equal to the summation of all observation vectors within 
an observation matrix divided by the number of observation, i.e. 
Mean-deviation form: is equal to the observation matrix with each of its observation 
vector subtracted by the sample mean: 
Sample covariance matrix: is a square matrix with the dimension equal to the number 
of component in observation vector and defined by 
^ = TT^- BB t where B is the mean-deviation form of the observation matrix 
i V — 1 
Using the same example of above which = [wj hj^ represent a weight and height of a 
student，we would have 2 x 2 sample covariance matrix of whole class = ^ ^ . The 
c b\ 
symbol a and b is the variance of w and h, which measures the spread of weight and 
height value among all students in the class. The symbol c is the covariance between 
variable w and h. Two variable are said to be uncorrelated if there covariance equal to 0. 
16 
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Moreover, if the entire variable within an observation vector are uncorrelated to one 
another, we would have a covariance matrix in a form of diagonal matrix. 
3.1.2 Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
Assume we have an observation matrix B—= [Xj,…,jr；^]，which already transformed to 
mean-deviation form. The goal of principal component analysis is to find an orthogonal 
set of p-dimensional basis vectors V that we could rewrite each observation vector 
Xi’ …，Xn into a linear combination them. Moreover the new coordinate vector U should 
has a property that all its components are uncorrelated and are arranged descending order 
of variances, i.e. B = VU, or 
Xjl • w 2 
=V. v, ... v„ J 
• ‘ 丄 p. 
• . 
3 J k . 
where Vp,p = [v/ �. . . V p ] is the basis vectors. Uj = [uji uj2 ... ujp] is the coordinate 
vector of observation vector 与 with respect to the basis vectors V. 
In order to fulfill the requirement, the covariance matrix of U should be a diagonal 
matrix. Since covariance matrix of B is equal io S = —^BB"^ and V^B = U (due to fact 
N - \ 
that V is orthogonal matrix), covariance matrix of U is: 
lh\UUT = 知 VTBWTB、T =&VTBBTV = VTSV 
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According to the diagonalization theorem of matrix [19], V^SV = D where D is a 
diagonal matrix, if V is an orthogonal matrix whose columns are the unit eigenvectors of 
D would be then a diagonal matrix with its components equal to eigenvalue ofS. 
The unit eigenvectors vi,...，vp of the covariance matrix S are called the principal 
components of the data in the observation matrix B. The first principal component is the 
eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of S � t h e second principal component 
is the eigenvector corresponding to the second largest eigenvalue, and so on. 
•？.人 i Significance of Principal Component Analysis 
The motivation of using PCA is to obtain an analytical representation for a set of 
observed data. This representation is in term of the principal components - the 
eigenvector of the covariance matrix of observation. If all principal components are 
involved in the representation, we say that they span the space that contains all the 
observation vectors. Having representation for a set of data is important in many 
applications such as similarity measure between the existing data and the new observed 
vector or classification of different type of inputs. Moreover the orthogonal property of 
the principal components, sometimes, makes the calculation become very efficiency and 
faster. 
Another advantage of PCA is that we could reduce the dimension of the multivariate 
data in some cases. The eigenvalues in respect to each principal component is actually the 
variance of U. This indicates the variation of data in the direction of each principal 
component. Sometimes, we would find that most of the variation or dynamic range in the 
data set is only concentrate in a few direction pointed by several principal components. In 
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Figure 3.1, we show that the data set originally have dimension equal to two, but they all 
situate near a striaght line rather wide spread on the two-dimensional plane. In this case, 




Most variation of the data set ^ 
found only in the direction of m^/* 
first principal component 
Figure 3.1: We could still have a good approximated representation of the observation data 
by choosing only the first principal component 
For a high dimensional observation vector, reduction of dimension could save up a lot of 
storage space and computational time. 
To let readers understand the mechanism of the principal component analysis more 
easily�we show a graphical representation of the principal component analysis in Figure 
3.2 at the end of this section. 
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3丄4 Graphical Presentation of the Idea of Principal Component Analysis 
p _ 1 2 n An observation matrix contain a set 
U � • • • 
y^ y^ y^ of two-dimensional data 
‘ Within the PCA, the principal 
i ‘ Each observation (x.,yj) could be components of the observation 
treated as a 2D vector that is a matrix are calculated by finding the 
point lie on xy-plane eigenvector of its coiresponding 
• covariance matrix 
：链敬•••• O r ^ M 
• • Principal 
• X Component 
Analysis(PCA) 
d—^  
Those principal components (a 
set of orthogonal bases) could be 
used to represent the whole set 
2nd principal of observation 
component 
y Principal 
\ � ^^component 
• ！ • ； • : ： The direction pointed by 
the principal components 
y ^ * • • • • \ account for the variation of 
\ the data distribution. 
Figure 3.2: Graphical presentation of the 
Principal Component Analysis 
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3.2 EigenFace Method for Face Recognition 
Eigen-analysis based method for recognition is proposed by Turk and Pentland in 
1991 [20] [21]. Due to the simplicity on calculation, this method becomes widely used by 
many researchers [1] [22] for face recognition study. This section gives a brief 
description on how PCA used in Eigen-analysis based method and how this method used 
for face recognition. 
Turk and Pentland believe that there are some information on a face image, which may 
not be directly related to intuitive notion of face features such as the eyes, nose, lips and 
hair�could be somehow useful for face recognition. They suggest that the intensity 
distribution of all pixels within a face image would be one of them. By capturing the 
variation of intensity value in a collection of face images, which is independent of any 
distinctive face features, Turk and Pentland used this information to encode and compare 
individual face images. They put those images with similar encoding into a same 
category and used this criterion for classification during recognition process. How to 
capture the variation on a set of face images? They employed principal component 
analysis for this task. They use ihQ principal components of the intensity distribution of a 
set of face images inside their encoding scheme. 
Within their algorithm, an image is treated as a single column high dimensional vector 
and the principal components are actually the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of 
the face images set. Specifically, those eigenvector could be thought as a set of features 
that together characterize the variation between observed face images. Since those 
eigenvectors can be display as a sort of ghostly face, they named them EigenFaces. 
Figure 3.3 shows some example of EigenFace [24]. 
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• • • • 
M H HHh WtlM HHi 
m IB ^R ^B 
Figure 3.3: Examples of EigenFace images [24] 
According to the Turk and Pentland, they have two main parts in their algorithm for 
face recognition: initialization phase and recognition phase. 
During initialization, a set of face images of different individual that used for training 
purpose is acquired. Then the "EigenFace vectors" of training images set are calculated 
by PC A. Since, in most case, the dimension of image space is high (e.g. a 100x100 
images would have 10000 dimensional image space), we keep only those eigenvectors 
that have relative large corresponding eigenvalues. These eigenvectors would then used 
to define the face space of this image set. To end the initialization process, we need to 
calculate the corresponding weight vector (coordinate vector) of each known individual 
in the training set in respect to the Eigen bases by projecting their face images onto the 
newly formed face space. 
To recognize the identity of a new input image, we need to first project the input image 
into the face space to obtain its corresponding weight vector. Then we subtract the weight 
vector of the input image with the weight vectors of all known individual inside the 
database. The one (database images), which has the minimum absolute difference 
between the input image, its corresponding identity will be designated to the input 
candidate. 
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3.3 Eigen-Analvsis Based Method for Facial Expression Recognition 
The procedure of Turk and Pentland's method for face recognition involve first encode 
a face image based on the principal components, which calculated from the covariance 
matrix of the training images. Then using the encode pattern for matching criteria during 
recognition process. This idea of encoding and matching of images could be extend for 
facial expression recognition purpose. This section describes in detail how we extend this 
idea inside our approach. 
3.3.1 Person-Dependent Database 
The original approach for Turk and Pentland's method has constructed only a single 
“face space" that all known individual face images are put into a single database. This is 
possible only if images are grouped based on the identity of the person. This is because 
different persons usually have distinctive different in intensity distribution on their face 
images and this ensure the distance between the clusters contributed by each person 
inside the face space is significant large enough for recognition. 
However, it is usually impractical to construct a single database for multi-person in a 
facial expression recognition system. If we follow exactly the practice of original method, 
there would have certain part overlapped for each facial expression groups within the 
image space. The overlapping is due to the same identity of the face image of individual 
through out different group of facial expressions. To avoid the overlapping, tailor-made 
database for each individual human is constructed in our approach. 
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Direct Adoption ofEigenFace Method 
One intuitive way to extend the EigenFace method of Turk and Pentland for fecial 
expression recognition is to replace those clusters, which represent different identity, in 
the face space by different fecial expression images of a single person. We then have a 
person-dependent expression space rather a general fece space. Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 
shows the idea of direct adoption [36] [37]. 
[ Oriainal Einenface 
I mfimori. / 
/ This Hyperplane, which all the 
^ ^ ^ B / ^ ^ H database images lie on, is described 
^ ^ ^ r I by one set of principal components 
Figure 3.4: Original EigenFace Method [361|371 
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Similar to original Eigenface method, this 
Hyperplane, which all the database images lie on, is -i ^ ^ ^ ^ 
described by one set of principal components ^^HjDy ^ ^ H 
p \ • : • Direct Adoption Method / 
Figure 3.5: The idea of direct adoption method 
Similar to the original Eigface method, ^ ^ ^ H input pijected 
recogntion process is based on the difference vector 
between the projected image coordinate of the 
input image and each expression m^a/i vector 
Happy expression 
Mean vector -
Anger expression Direct adoption 
Mean vector - ^ ^ H 纽ch type of facial expression is finally 
Sad expression describe by an mean vector - calculated by 
^ ^ ^ K projecting corresponding expression image to 
the hyperplane and averaging all their 
coordinate vectors 
Figure 3.6: Recognition process of direct adoption method 
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The direct adoption method is the simplest way to develop an Eigen-analysis based 
system for facial expression recognition. However, its performance may not stable 
enough for high performance recognition system. The reason is related to the 
fundamental assumption of EigenFace method 
The original EigenFace method has assumption that the inter-distance (identity factor) 
between different individual is much larger than the intra-distance (local variation factors 
of individual such as facial expression, orientation of head) within the face space. 
Geometrically, this assumption implies that face images of different individual would be 
situated far apart to one another and images of same person with local variation would 
closely pack in a cluster. Figure 3.7 shows the geometrical meaning of the assumption 
[37]. While formation of a person-dependent expression subspace by directly adoption of 
EigenFace method would enforce all expression images (come from same person) lay on 
a single hyper-plane inside a high dimension image space, distance (intra-distance) 
between different expression clusters may not spare enough for high performance 
recognition. 
To avoid the close separation problem between clusters of different expressions, we 
propose another approach, which involve multiple expression subspaces. This idea would 
be introduced in the next section. 
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Figure 3.7: EigenFace method has assumption that the intra-distance (Dv) within individual face 
images would be much less than the inter-distance (Do) between two different people [37] 
3.3.3 Multiple Subspaces Method 
In contrast to the direct adoption method, we need to form a single observation matrix 
for each type of facial expression rather than putting all the training images into one 
observation matrix in multiples subspace method. This requires us to calculate different 
set of principal components for different expression specific observation matrix. In this 
case�each facial expression will have its own expression space as a subspace inside the 
high dimensional image space. Since the database structure is internally different to 
original EigenFace method, we need to have another similarity measure for recognition. 
The new similarity measurement is based upon simple distance measure in the image 
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space between the input image and each of the expression spaces (which correspond to 
various facial expressions). Whichever expression space having the shortest distance to 
the input image, the corresponding expression will be designated as the facial expression 
contained in the input image. Figure 3.8 shows the idea of multiple subspaces method. 
Both methods would be tested during experiment and their result would be shown at the 
latter section. 
Each Hyper-plane, which specific to one / 
\ �k i n d of facial expression, is described by / 
\ its own set of principal components / 
( • • y ^ . • H y = n e � 
/Hyper-plane 參參塵 # J 丨 nput 
f Sad 參••眷 y 
V Expression • 
Recognition process is based on the 
A distance between input vector and 
Figure 3.8: The idea of multiple subspace method 
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3.4 Detail Description on Our Approaches 
This sub-section includes both detail description and mathematic equation of the whole 
Eigen-analysis based method for facial expression recognition. Since both direct adoption 
and multiple subspaces methods have share similar mathematic calculation, which all 
came from the idea of EigenFace method, we would present both of this methods 
together within this section. Clear description would be given to reader to distinguish 
between them. 
3,4.1 Database Formation 
Here we describe how we form the database that represents different type facial 
expressions, given a number of images of them. 
Conversion of Image to Column Vector 
Before proceed to any process, all images need to convert into a single column vector 
Cn by having all its columns of intensity values lined up. Figure 3.9 demonstrates the 
process. In this way, an image of size W by H (say 256 by 256) is converted to a column 
vector of dimension W multiply H (65,536) that records the intensity values of all pixels 
in the image. Hereafter we use image vector to refer to the column vector representation 
of the original two-dimensional image. In addition, either lining up the columns or rows 
intensity values during conversion of image to vector would not influence the result of 
recognition. However, we do need to keep the conversion consistent for all images. 
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2 � 
I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Row 1 -
; I Row 1 
f^^M^WFffWr Mill ifiniir ^ ^ B T • \ 
：： ； I Row 2 
5 J Row n 
Figure 3.9: Each image need to convert to a ID vector (x, Z^] where m = 
(WxH) by copy each row intensity value of the image into a column form. 
A. Preprocess: Scale Regulation, Orientation Regulation and Cropping 
Since Eigen-analysis based method is purely depend on the intensity distribution of the 
face images, variation on size and orientation of the input candidates' head woul trad w 
the accuracy of recognition. Moreover, all the calculations involve in Eigen-analysis 
based method assume the size of images (both used for database formation or input 
images) is kept constant. Specifically, we need to have images fixed in size and the heads 
of user situate in similar position with similar size within all the images. One of the 
possible solutions to this problem is to ask the input user to keep his head as still as 
possible and also maintain a constant distance between camera and user throughout all 
the processes. However, we do not want to put too many constraints on the input user in 
our approach. We try to tackle this problem by applying some preprocesses on the image. 
They are: Scale regulation. Orientation regulation and Cropping. 
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Before we start the regulation process, we randomly take one image from the training 
set as reference model. All images (both used for database formation or input images) 
would then crop, scale and rotation in respect to this image. Moreover, we need to locate 
the eyeballs positions within all the images by either handpick or automatic searching 
approach. For automatic system, we employ the simple Kalman filter tracking 
mechanism which would be describe in detail on latter chapter. 
c. Scale Regulation 
Size of users' head vary when they move forward or backward in front of the camera. 
In order to maintain similar head size among all images, we scale the images according to 
the distance ratio of the distance between the eyes of reference model and the other 
images. In the other words, we designate the distance between the eyes as the indicator of 
the head size of the image. Let Dref be the eye separation measured from the reference 
model and Do be the separation measured from another images. 
Then scale factor S . Having an image with dimension equal io WxH. The size 
Dref 
of scaled images is {W x S) x {H x S). Figure 3.10 depicts the whole scale regulation 
process graphically. 
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^ A 
皇 V 
Reference model image for scale 卜 s 
and orientation regulation , , 
Another image form the 
database image set 
• Sx W- »• 
s - i 
The head size of the 八 D 
regularized image would / 时 
be rough the same as the ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
reference model 
Figure 3.10: Scale regulation - in this case the head has been scaled down 
to the size similar to the reference model 
d. Orientation Regulation 
Sometimes, there may be some planar rotation on the head during capturing of images. 
We try to regulate this rotation difference by measuring the angle between the line 
joining the eyeballs of reference model and the other images. Let Z r^e/and L。be these two 
lines. Then the required angle is calculated by a simple equation: 
where Wre/and m�is the slopes of Z^e/and U. To regulate the orientation, we rotate the 
angle in anti-direction in respect to the reference model. Figure 3.11 demonstrates the 
whole process. 
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Reference model image for scale Another image form the 
and orientation regulation database image set 
广 tan 没二土〜 
m � 
-^J The orientation of the image 
would be regularized rough the 
same as the reference model w 
Figure 3.11 Orientation regulation - in this case 
the image would be rotated anti-clockwise. 
e. Cropping of Images 
After scale and orientation regulation, we would have images similar in size and 
orientation. The last step in prepnocess is to locate the user face in similar position within 
a fixed size of image. 
Firstly�we crop off a portion of reference model image that consist mainly the face of 
the input user (Figure 3.12). The size of this cropped image is used as reference for all 
images throughout any processes. The reason to include only the fece portion of the input 
user is to reduce the effect of unwanted disturbance such as hair, background. Since the 
information we want to capture by EigenFace method is the intensity distribution 
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contributed mainly by the facial expression change, we need only the face portion of the 
input user. 
Figure 3.12: Crop off a portion of 
image the reference model. 
cover the face 
Then we choose one feature point within the cropped images as reference points. In our 
case, we use the image position of left eyeball of the user. This reference point is used as 
Rpositi onl ock，，t h d t h e c h that the chcBcnf eat irepd nt aitng d 1 i na^s ^ I d l o c a 
position after cropping process. Thirdly, we need to measure orthogonal distance between 
each edges of the image and the reference point. Let Dupper, 0 � � � �D , e f t and D„ght to 
represent the distance from top, bottom, right and left edges to the reference point. 
Having the left eyeball position of an uncropped image, we could sketch a rectangle 
using Dupper, Diower�Dright and Diefton it. Finally, we finish the pre-process by cropping out 
the image within the rectangle Figure 3.13. Since the left eyeball position of all images 
are lock at the same position and also the image size is constrained by parameters Dupper, 
Slower, Dieft and Dright, the cropped image must have same size and also have the head 
located at similar position as reference model image. 
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Figure 3.13: The whole process of cropping image base on the reference model 
/ Calculation of Expression Subspace for Direct Adoption Method 
Let // = [C/, C2, ...,C„] represent a set of images, which have already convert to vector 
form of a particular facial expression, concatenate in a matrix form. 
Let B D = [ I h h , ••• -n^be the observation matrix that include all type of fecial 
expressions that the system could recognize. The subscript "Z) i s represet this 
observation matrix is used by direct adoption method. 
1 “ 
The average vector of the images is defined hy y/= 一Y/. where Mis the total 
number of images of the training set. 
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The mean-deviation form % of the observation matrix would be then equal to 
subtraction of each image vector in Bd by i/z. 
Having 办 we could find out the eigenvectors Vi for the expression subspace by 
applying the principal component analysis on covariance matrix C = However, in 
most case matrix C is high dimensional and determining the eigenvector and eigenvalue 
of this matrix is somehow intractable. Taken the previous example that image with W = 
256 and H = 256，we would have an extreme high dimension matrix C, which equal to 
65,536 X 65,536. In order to solve this problem, we need to find the eigenvectors using 
some indirect method. 
Even though the dimension of C is large, number oV'meaningfur eigenvectors that 
could find from the covariance matrix C is limited by the number of data points (number 
of images in training set). "Meaningful" vector here means that the associated eigenvalue 
is larger than zero. As we have discussed in previous section, the eigenvalues of the 
covariance matrix reflect the variation of the observation distribution in the direction 
pointed by the corresponding principal components. If the eigenvalue is equal to zero, the 
corresponding principal components could be discard due to the fact that they do not 
contribute anything on the distribution of intensity value of the images. 
For example, if we have sixteen images, which are 256 x 256, in training set, the 
number of meaningful eigenvector must be less than sixteen rather than equal to 65,536. 
To calculate the eigenvectors o f C = we could first find out the eigenvectors of 
and then use the result to calculate the required principal components of C. Let Evi 
be the eigenvectors of such that: 
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(1) 
Pre-multiplying both sides by 办 
= (2) 
〜 厂 i ( 3 ) 
From equation (2)，we see that Vi = 办 Evi are the eigenvectors of C = % 少Since the 
dimension of is equal to the number of training images M, which is usually less 
than 100，we could obtain Evi in a reasonable computational cost and time. After that, we 
could calculate the eigenvectors of C by using F/ = 办 Evi. 
The appearance of the number of eigenvectors of equal to the "meaningful" 
eigenvector that we could obtain from C is not accidental. The linear independent vectors 
that we could find in observation matrix BD are at most equal to the number of images M 
in training set. Meanwhile the dimension of is also constraint by M. Therefore the 
number meaningful eigenvectors that we could obtain from (Po^oor would be the 
same，which must be equal or less than M, 
Finally we need to project all the training image vectors on the subspace spanned by 
those principal components and obtain their corresponding weight vectors. For each type 
of facial expression, its representative weight vector Wris calculated by averaging all the 
weight vectors that belonging to this type of expressions. The subscript "r" indicates that 
it is the representative weight vector of one type of expression. 
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g. Calculation of Expression Subspace for Multiple Subspaces Method 
Formation of expression subspaces is somehow involving similar process as direct 
adoption method. The only difference is that we do not put all kind of expression images 
into one single observation matrix Bd. Separated observation matrices for each kind of 
expressions are constructed. For example, we have observation matrix BmH = [CHI, Cm, 
..”C//„] for happiness expression. The subscript character “m” stands for multiple 
subspaces method and "H" means happiness. To calculate the principal components of 
observation matrices, we use the same approach in direct adoption method. In multiple 
subspaces approach, we do not need to project the training samples into each subspace. 
Each type of expression is represented purely by the corresponding principal components, 
which spanned this expression subspace, rather than its representative weight vector as 
direct adoption method does. 
3.4.2 Recognition Process for Direct Adoption Method 
The idea of recognition process in direct adoption method is the same as EigenFace 
method for face recognition. We first calculate the weight vector Wi„ of the new input 
image，which has already went through all the preprocess steps, by projecting it on to the 
expression space. Then the determination of facial expression of the input image is based 
on the Euclidean distance: 
式=III-妒".丨I 
where fVnis the representative weight vector ofith type of expression in the database. 
The expression class that has the least di with the input image among all available choices 
in the database would be designated its expression type to the input image. 
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3.4.3 Recognition Process for Multiple Subspaces Method 
The recognition process in multiple subspaces approach is different to the EigenFace 
method，as the internal structure of the representation of the expression class is different. 
The method used in direct adoption method could be viewed as point-to-point distance 
measure in a particular subspace (a single expression space containing all available type 
of facial expressions) of the image space, while multiple subspaces method measure 
point-to-hyperplane distance in the image space. 
Before we describe the detail on similarity measure in recognition, we first introduce 
an intensity normalization mechanism for the input image. The mechanism aims at 
avoiding recognition error caused by difference in the illumination condition between the 
input image and the images used for obtaining the expression space. 
a. Intensity Normalization 
Besides the size, orientation, scale, there is another factor that could induce some side 
effect on the performance of EigenFace method - the overall light intensity change. This 
is because, as mentioned previously, EigenFace method is intensity-based algorithm. 
Here we describe a normalization scheme we use to counteract the intensity shift in the 
image due to change in the overall illumination condition. 
The intensity distribution of an image holds even if we multiply a scalar constant to the 
image vector. Intensity scaling would only change the overall brightness of the image. In 
vector space manipulation, such a scaling equivalent to reduction or extension the length 
of the corresponding vector though not changing its original direction, as illustrated in 
Figure 3.14. 
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Figure 3.14: Increasing/Decreasing the overall brightness of the image is equivalent to 
increase/decrease the magnitude of the image vector. The direction (accounted for the intensity 
distribution) would not be affected 
This induces a dramatic effect in the calculation of distance between the input image 
and a subspace, which is undesirable. Input image may be classified wrongly due to this 
side effect Figure 3.15 illustrates the situation. Intensity normalization of the image to 
counteract the illumination effect is thus needed for accurate recognition. 
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Dgnged Z ^^sadl 
^ S . • ~ ^ Original input image vector 
\ 1 — — 
Figure 3.15: Scaling effect of image vector would strong affect the recognition result. Originally 
(color line), Dangerl < Dsadl and the input image is classified as Anger expression. After scaling 
(color line), Danger2 > Dsadl and the input image is now classified as Sad expression 
Our intensity normalization scheme consist of two steps: 
1. For each expression subspace, we find a vector Vi that lay on that subspace and 
orthogonal to the input image vector M. The calculation of distance between input 
vector and each expression subspace is then based on these vectors (shown in 
Figure 3.16). Due to the orthogonal property, the calculated distance is the shortest 
distance between input vector and the subspace providing that the length of input 
vector does not change. 
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Figure 3.16: Geometric relationship between M(mput image) and Vi 
For a particular expression subspace, let the set of principal components that represent 
this subspace be Bi and R! be the average vector of the observation matrix corresponding 
to this expression subspace such that: 
K = R丨 + m 
where Wi is the required coordinate vector of Vi in respect to the subspace spanned by 
Bi. Now we need to choose a proper Wi such that distance between input vector M and Vi 
is minimum. The Euclidean distance Z) between them is: 
To have minimum D in respect to Wi, we partial differentiate D. 
D ={M-V,y{M-V,) (1) 
D +B,W)] (2) 
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奶 _ d[M - [R, + y [m - (/?, + )] 
dW. m . () 
(4) 
Set Equation (4) equal to zero and solve for }¥“ we have: 
W； (5) 
where W^ is the required coordinate vector of Vi. 
2. Scaling up or down the input image vector such that its orthogonal distance 
between F/ is minimum. As mentioned before, we could keep the distribution of 
the image intensity by varying on the length of the input vector. Among different 
length of the input vector, the distance between a subspace could be difference. 
This step tries to find out the shortest one (in respect to the Vi) for each subspace. 
Let the require scaling factor of input image vector be s and the scaled input vector be 
E such that: 
M =sE (6) 
Using the Equation (1) with Wi replaced by w!" and M replaced by sE. we have: 
D = ISE-(/?, + B,W;)Y[SE - (R 丨 + B^W；)] (7) 
To find the suitable scaling factor, we need to partial differentiate equation (7) in 
respect to s. 
巡 = d { s E - (R 丨.+ B.}V*)f[sE - (R. + B.W；)] 
ds ~Js (8) 
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= 2 (五 -B , A E y [ s { E - B,AE) + B丨AR�-R, ] (9) 
The scaling factor is solved out by setting equation (8) to zero. 
/ = [(E - B^AEfiE - B^AE)]-' (E - B丨AEYU^ _ B^AR^) (10) 
where 5* is the required scaling factor and A = 广 B � 
The whole normalization process is expression-subspace dependent, which mean that 
we need to apply the normalization process one-by-one for all the expression subspaces 
within the database. Moreover, we need apply the normalization process to the input 
image before we measure the distance between the image and any particular expression 
subspace. 
b. Matching 
Rather than using the weight vectors, which we find in direct adoption method, we 
determine the facial expression based on the vector-subspaces distance in multiple 
subspaces method. 
Let the Df, be the final distance measure between the new-scaled input vector 
M* = s*E and particular subspace i, 
where = ( 5 / 5 . ) " ' B^{M* - is the updated coordinate vector in respect to the 
new-scaled input vector. 
Whichever expression subspace i having the shortest distance Djj to the input image, the 
corresponding expression is designated as the facial expression of the input candidate. 
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3.5 Experiments and Result Analysis 
We have tested our algorithms, both direct adoption method and multiple subspaces 
method�by two different sets of image samples and the image samples could find in 
Appendix I and II. We use the name image sample 1 and image sample 2 to distinguish 
them in this section. 
All images are taken from same person, but in two different days. Therefore reader 
would find that the hairstyle and the light condition are totally different. 
In image sample 1 consists of six facial expressions: Happiness, Sadness, Surprise, 
Anger, Disgust and Fear. Each type of facial expressions image are further sub-divided 
into three group, which is the front view, right view and left view of the input users. 
For Eigen-analysis based method, the number of images within database is one of the 
factors that could affect the system performance [22]. Therefore, we choose to construct 
three different databases with each of them contain different number of training samples 
during experiment. This could let us have a more general view on the recognition ability 
of our proposed method. We use the name Database 1 (Dbl), Database 2 (Db2) and 
Database 3 (Db3) to distinguish different database used in this section. 
Within in each database, all type of facial expressions, which mentioned above would 
be included. Moreover, there would be at least two images of each type facial expression 
under different viewpoint (each subgroup) selected in each database. 
In Dbl, there are 6 images included for each type of facial expressions and the database 
totally consist of 36 images. In Db2�there are 12 images included for each type of facial 
expressions and the database totally consist of 72 images. In Db3，18 images are selected 
from each type of facial expressions and the database has total 108 images. The table 1.1 
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below summarizes the number of images and principal components used in three 
different databases. 
Number of images used Number of principal 
components used 
Database 1 (Dbl) — 36 35 
Database 2 (Db2) 72 71 
database 3 (Db3) 108 107 
Table 1.1 Summary of number of images and principal components used in different database. 
The maximum meaningful number of principal components could be obtained is 
constrained by the number of images used for database formation. Detail explanation 
could be found in section 3.4.1. Here, we do not intend to investigate the influence of the 
number of principal components to the system performance. Therefore we would use all 
the available principal components for subspace formation during all the experiments. 
The following tables show the recognition result of image sample 1. 
Experiment 1: Test on Image Sample 1 
Input Expression Type; Happiness (Table 1.2) 
Recognition result for Multiple Subspaces Methoc.  
Viewpoint Test Cases Accuracy for Accuracy for Accuracy for 
Database 1 Database 2 Database 3 
Front — 30 images “ 93.3% 96.7% 96.7% “ 
Left 37 images “ 100% 一 100% 100% 
一 Right 41 images 92.7% 100% 100% 
Recognition result for Direct Adoption Method  
Viewpoint Test Cases Accuracy for Accuracy for Accuracy for 
Database 1 Database 2 Database 3 
Front 30 images ~ 86.7% 90% 90% 
Left 37 images “ 100% 一 100% 100% 
~ ~ Right 41 images 58.5% 87.8�/� 8O.50/0 
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Input Expression Type; Sadness (Table 1.3) 
Recognition result for Multiple Subspaces Method  
Viewpoint Test Cases Accuracy for Accuracy for Accuracy for 
Database 1 Database 2 Database 3 
— F r o n t “ 24 images 100% 100% 100% 
— L e f t 46 images 93.5% 95.7% “ 95.7% 
— R i g h t 39 images 卿。/。 100% 100% 
Recognition result for Direct Adoption Method  
Viewpoint Test Cases Accuracy for Accuracy for Accuracy for 
Database 1 Database 2 Database 3 
— F r o n t “ 24 images 8.3% 54.2% 100% 
— L e f t 46 images 91.3% 93.5% 一 93.5% “ 
— R i g h t 39 images lOOo/o lOOo/o lOO�/� 
Input Expression Type: Surprise (Table 1.4) 
Recognition result for Multiple Subspaces Method  
Viewpoint Test Cases Accuracy for Accuracy for Accuracy for 
Database 1 Database 2 Database 3 
— F r o n t 31 images “ 100% 100% 100% “ 
— L e f t 28 images 100% 100% 100% 
一Right 31 images lOO�/� lOO�/� lOOo/o 
Recognition result for Direct Adoption Method  
Viewpoint Test Cases Accuracy for Accuracy for Accuracy for 
Database 1 Database 2 Database 3 
Front 31 images— 100% 100% 100% 
一 Left 28 images 100% 100% — 100% “ 
~ ~ Right 31 images 8O.60/0 71o/o 71% 
Input Expression Type; Anger (Table 1.5) 
Recognition result for Multiple Subspaces Methoc  
Viewpoint Test Cases Accuracy for Accuracy for Accuracy for 
Database 1 Database 2 Database 3 
一 Front 22 images “ 77.3% 72.7% 77.3% “ 
Left 29 images “ 100% 一 100% 90.6% 
一 Right 55 images 100% 100% 100% 
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Recognition result for Direct Adoption Method  
Viewpoint Test Cases Accuracy for Accuracy for Accuracy for 
Database 1 Database 2 Database 3 
Front _ 22 images ~ 77.3% 86.4% 86.4% 
— L e f t 29 images 65.5% 63.6% — 65.6% “ 
一 Right 55 images 100% 100% 100% 
Input Expression Type: Disgust (Table 1.6) 
Recognition result for Multiple Subspaces Method  
Viewpoint Test Cases Accuracy for Accuracy for Accuracy for 
Database 1 Database 2 Database 3 
一 Front 38 images “ 97.4% 84.2% 100% “ 
Left 32 images “ 60.0% 68.8% 68.8% 
~ ~ Right 22 images lOOo/o lOOo/o 100% 
Recognition result for Direct Adoption Method  
Viewpoint Test Cases Accuracy for Accuracy for Accuracy for 
Database 1 Database 2 Database 3 
— F r o n t “ 38 images ~ 100% 100% 100% 
一 Left 32 images “ 93.8% — 81.3% 90.6% 
— R i g h t 22 images 100% lOQo/o 100% 
Input Expression Type; Fear (Table 1.7) 
Recognition result for Multiple Subspaces Methoc.  
Viewpoint Test Cases Accuracy for Accuracy for Accuracy for 
Database 1 Database 2 Database 3 
— F r o n t — 29 images “ 72.3% 89.7% 90.6% 一 
Left 25 images “ 100% — 100% 100% 
一 Right 34 images 94.1% 100% lOOo/o 
Recognition result for Direct Adoption Method  
Viewpoint Test Cases Accuracy for ~Accuracy f o r ~ A c c u r a c y f o r ~ 
Database 1 Database 2 Database 3 
Front —29 images “ 10.3% — 20.7% 12.5% 
Left 25 images “ 96% ~ ~ 64% 72% 
一 Right 34 images lOQo/o lOQo/o 100% 
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The recognition result is promising for both approaches in most case that the highest 
score could up to 100% correct. However we could observe from above tables that the 
performance of direct adoption is not as stable as multiple subspaces. The worst case has 
only 8.3% correct. The situation becomes better when the number of images in database 
has increased. Figures 3.17-19 also show that on average the performance of multiple 
subspaces is better than direct adoption method. The reason for this instability mainly 
related to enforce all the database images lay on a single hyper-plane. Detail explanation 
could be found in previous section. 
Recognition Result of Database 1 
80 0 \ mU W W Method 
g 60 0 i “ W Direct Adoption 
3 \ i Method 
I 40.0 - \  
2 � �[ J l y 
Figure 3.17: 
• �u t Samples of Different Recognition result of 
Expression Types Database 1 for both 
methods 
Recognition Result of Database 2 
S 60.0 乂 f Direct Adoption 
I 40.0 / Method 
20.0 • 
0.0 -I Figure 3.18: 
Input Sample of Different Recognit ion result of 
Expression Types Database 2 for both 
methods 
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Recognition Result of Database 3 
100.0 • • * - • - M u l t i p l e 
w \ f W • / Subspaces 
80.0 W y n Y / Method 
3 60 0 \ l T —•—Direct Adoption 
S i / Method 
I 40.0 1/ 
20.0 V 
0.0 Figure 3.19: 
Recognition result of 
Input Samples ofDifferent Database 3 for both 
Expression Types . 
methods 
In image sample 2 consists of five different facial expressions: Happiness, Sadness, 
Surprise, Anger and Normal (without any facial expressions). Different form the previous 
sample, the there would be a continuous view change for each type of facial expression. 
Again, we would form three databases for test purpose and each of them contain different 
number of training images. Since there is no fiirther sub-division for each type of fecial 
expression in the sample, the images used for database formation are only randomly 
selected from each expression type. In Dbl, there are 6 images included for each type of 
facial expressions and the database totally consist of 30 images. In Db2, there are 12 
images included for each type of facial expressions and the database totally consist of 60 
images. In Db3, 18 images are selected from each type of facial expressions and the 
database has total 90 images. The table 2.1 below summarizes the number of images and 
principal components used in three different databases. 
Number of images used Number of principal 
components used 
"Database 1 (Dbl) — 30 _ 29 — 
Database 2 (Db2) 60 — 59 
"Database 3 (Db3) | 90 | 89 
Table 2.1 Summary of number of images and principal components used in different database. 
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The following tables show the recognition result for the image sample 2. 
Experiment 2 
Recognition result for Multiple Subspaces Method (Table 22) 
Expression Test Cases Accuracy for Accuracy f o r A c c u r a c y for 
Type Database 1 Database 2 Database 3 
Happiness 105 images 61% 50% 50% “ 
Sadness 214 images — 88% 100% 99% 
Surprise 179 imaged" 93% — 98% 98% 
Anger 153 images 100% 100% — 100% 
Normal 210ima“s 65o/o 77% 92% 
Recognition result for Direct Adoption Method (Table  
Expression Test Cases ~Accuracy f o r A c c u r a c y f o r A c c u r a c y for~ 
Type Database 1 Database 2 Database 3 
Happiness 105 images 57% 36% 34% 
Sadness 214 images 66% 70% 15% 
Surprise 179 images — 69% 一 73% 
Anger 153 images 100% — 100% 一 100% 
Normal 210 images 58% 71% 
Recognition Result of Database 1 
1 。 。 1 ~ ~ 丨 丨 
80 / V —Multiple 
>> m ^ Subspaces 
§ 60 flp-^ Y Method 
0 40 - -•—Direct 
Adoption Figure 3 .20: 
Method Recognition result of 
0 -L- — Database 1 for both 
Type of Expressions methods 
Recognition Result of Database 2 
100] / » J ^—— 
80 / y ^ ^ -•-Multiple 
>> / Jt • Subspaces 
«« 60 / 厂 Method 
1 ir Direct 
2 0 - Adoption Figure 3 . 2 1 : 
Method D .‘. “ 
0 I Recognition result of 
Type of Expressions Database 1 for both 
methods 
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Recognition Result of Database 3 
120 
100 # — M^ultiple 
>> on / N T * Subspaces 
0 80 Z 产 ^ Method 
1 40 - ^ - " - D i r e c t 
„ „ • Adoption , , , 
20 Method Figure 3.22: 
0 Recognition result of 
Type of Expressions Database 1 for both 
methods 
The purpose of this experiment mainly wants to demonstrate the fact that multiple 
subspaces method is better than direct adoption method. The result of this experiment do 
further indicates that the multiple subspaces method has better performance than direct 
adoption method. Figures 3.20-3.22 show this feet. 
W e do not expect to achieve high accuracy in this experiment, as Eigen-analysis based 
method is not robust for large view change of input candidate. This is because of the 
intensity-based property ofEigen-analysis, which is highly sensitive to head movement 
of input user. However, we still get fair good result for multiple subspaces method in this 
experiment. One of the reasons is that our multiple subspaces method does enhance the 
original Eigen-analysis based method to cope with more general case of input. Another 
reason for this is that our "preprocess" step does a goo ^r epoces^' step cbe st 中 does 
face in a similar position within a fix size of image. The final reason is that we have 
included enough large amount of images in our database. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
DFORMABLE TEMPLATE MATCHING SCHEME FOR FACIAL 
EXPRESSION RECOGNITION 
In this chapter, we introduce a new deformable template matching scheme that is 
tailor made for coping with the head movement problem of input users during 
expression recognition. Similar to the structure of previous chapter, we first discuss 
briefly on some background knowledge that is useful for readers to understand our 
approach. Then we describe in detail of our scheme. Finally some experiment results 
are shown on the last section. 
4.1 Background Knowledge 
4.1.1 Camera Model 
Most development of view synthesis algorithm is based on some mathematical 
model of camera. Therefore understanding the camera model is a starting point for 
using the view synthesis algorithm. This section gives a brief description on three 
different camera models: Pinhole camera model (Projective Projection), Orthographic 
model and Affine model. 
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a. Pinhole Camera Model and Perspective Projection 
The pinhole camera model is the most general camera model and also the most 
complicated one. Due to the complexity of this model, it is rarely used in view 
synthesis algorithm. However, it is the fiindamental model of camera and many 
simplified camera models are developed from it. Therefore we include it here as 
supplement knowledge for the reader. 
Consider the simple ray diagram in Figure 4.1. This figure shows a pinhole camera 
model with a 3D point M projected on the image plane at m. In a pinhole camera 
model, all light rays emitted or reflected by an object pass through the pinhole, which 
is the optical center, forms an inverted image on image plane. This kind of projection, 
which light ray project from 3D space to a plane, is called perspective projection. 
Image Plane \ 7 
Focal Plane M 
(X,Y,Z) 
Figure 4.1 Pinhole Camera Model 
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Let {X, F, Z) be the 3D coordination of a point and its image coordination be (x, j�). 
Using similar triangle property, their relationship inside the pinhole camera model 
could be written as: 
x = ^X 
Z 
y = ^ y (1) 
where f is the distance between the optical center and the image plane. W e assume 
the image plane is placed in front of the optical center for removal of the negative sign 
in equation (1). From geometric viewpoint, there is no difference to locate the image 
plane in front of or behind the optical center, but it is a common practice for many 
researchers to locate it in front of the optical center. 
Rewrite Equation (1) into matrix form we have: 
I- -1 r- —I 
叫「 / 0 0 0] 
V = 0 / 0 0 = (2) 
s 0 0 1 0 
where x = uis and y = vis if 5 0. Let P be the 3x4 matrix: 
7 0 0 0" 
。 = 0 / 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
which is called the camera perspective projection matrix. 
So far，we assume that 3D points are expressed in the camera coordinate system, 
which has its origin locate at the optical center. In practice, 3D points can be 
expressed in any 3D coordinate system, which people referred as the world 
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coordinate system. Therefore, position of every 3D points need to be transformed 
from the world coordinate system to the camera coordinate system before we could 
use Equation (2). This rigid transformation usually expressed in matrix form and 
called extrinsic parameters of camera. Moreover, when we need to take into account 
of the internal structure of camera, one more matrix transformation that consists the 
intrinsic parameters of camera is needed for complete description of a camera model. 
Multiplication of these three matrices forms a general model of the camera. Detail on 
extrinsic parameters and intrinsic parameter of a camera could be found in [25]. 
b. Orthographic Camera Model 
The simplest approximation of general camera model is to ignore the depth 
dimension. Camera model of this type use the orthographic projection matrix Po in 
replace of the projective matrix Po in above case. 
"1 0 0 0' 
P。= 0 1 0 0 (3) 
0 0 0 1 
Even though the simplicity of orthographic camera model could reduce the 
complexity in calculation, it has a drawback that only limited domain is allowed. 
Since the depth factor has been ignored, two identical objects would have the same 
image even if one is much further away from the camera than the other or if one is 
much distant from the optical axis that the other. Therefore this model is only valid 
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when the distance and position effects are not the demanding criteria in some 
applications. 
c. Affine Camera Model 
There is another way that could more closely approximate the perspective camera 
model - affine camera model PA. This camera model is proposed by Mundy and 
Zisserman [26]. 
-p p p p 1 
M l 厂 12 厂 13 厂 14 
PA = Pn P22 P23 户24 ⑴ 
- 0 0 0 户34 
In terms of image (m = [u v]^ ) and world coordinates ( M = [ X Y Z we have 
following equation for affine camera: 
m = T A M + t A (2) 
where is a 2 x 3 matrix with elements T” = P/,-/ P34 and (a is a 2D vector [P14/ P34, 
P24/P34]'. 
One attractive property of the affine camera is that we could even eliminate the term 
tA in equation (2) if we express the image and world coordinates of object relative to a 
fix reference point such as centroid and we have: 
mi = Ta M, (3) 
where image and world coordinates are expressed with respect to their centroid 
- _ A _ A _ 
m， M i.e. mi = mj - m and Mi = M i - M . 
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Even though affine camera model has better approximation to the real camera than 
orthographic camera model does, it need to work under one constraint that the depth 
variation of the object of interest is small compared to the distance from the object to 
the camera. Luckily, this constraint usually fulfilled in many applications. 
4.1.2 View Synthesis 
Basically, we need to have a 3D model of the real object before we could show 
different viewpoints of an object on computer display screen. However, the modeling 
processes are computational expensive and time consuming especially when the shape 
of object is highly complicated such as human head. Moreover, 3D model of an object 
could be redundancy in some case, as only 2D projection image of an object could be 
displayed on common display screen, not 3D. This motivates people to ask an 
interesting question: Could we still generate different view of an object in the 
absence of 3D model? 
Researchers come from computer vision field, not computer graphics, solve the 
above problem by a technique called image based rendering. 
Rather than keep the concentration on the modeling method of 3D object, image 
based rendering algorithm only need the 2D images of the object. Within the 
algorithm, different views of object are synthesized without explicitly knowing 
anything about the 3D structure of the object. 
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Through the studies of camera model, which most vision researchers familiar with, 
we know that we could construct some equations that involve several images of an 
object. By solving these equations, linear relationship between several images' 
coordination is established. These relationships, in turn, allow us to warp images to a 
new viewpoint based on the pose of object in the input image. A novel view of an 
object is then be synthesized. 
Depending on the camera model and algorithm used, some approaches allow only 
constrained view of object be generated [30] and some are capable to synthesis 
arbitrary view [29]. In this section, we introduce the one proposed by Quan and Ohta 
[27][28], which has been employed in our system for facial expression recognition 
purpose. 
a. Technique Issue of the View Synthesis 
Before we generate a new view of an object, we must have some reference images 
of the object that taking at different viewpoints. W e call these images model images in 
our thesis. The number of model images needed during view synthesis depend upon 
the camera model chosen. In our case, at least two model images are needed. Besides 
model images, there is one more image involved during view synthesis - target 
images. The viewpoint of the object in this image is used as reference that we aim to 
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synthesize at the end of the process. In the other word, model images would go 
through some warping process where the viewpoint of object would change according 
to the target image during view synthesis. After having brief description on the idea 
and terminologies of view synthesis approach, we now talk about those mathematic 
equations that involve in the algorithm. 
Consider the affine camera model PA described in previous section, its matrix form: 
P a - 户 2 1 户22 户23 尸24 ⑴ 
. 0 0 0 户34_ 
A A 
In terms of image (m/= [u v] ) and world coordinates {Mi= [ X YZ which all 
expressed relative to their centroid, we could have following equation for affine 
camera: 
mi = T ^ M / (2) 
where is a 2 x 3 matrix with elements T” = Pi/ P34 
Having three images of an object, which taken at different viewpoints. By Equation 
(2) we could establish three linear equations between a set 3D object points and 
corresponding image coordinates on different image planes, they are: 
mil = T丄 Mi 
mi2 = T^ Mi (3) 
mi3 = T】Mi 
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Rewrite Equation (3) into matrix form, we have: 
A 
T】m；. A =C4x6 A =0 (4) 
3 ^ X X 
Ta 爪 3/ 
where 入 not equal to zero represents the global scale factor. The matrix C have rank 
at most 3 due to the fact that (M；，义）丁 cannot be zero. Therefore the determinant of 
20 minors with dimension 4 x 4 of C is equal to 0. Moreover each expansion of these 
A A A 
minor could be expressed as a linear combination with mi, m n m^i. 
A A A 
Based on different combination of minors and mu mn mn，we could establish four 
constraints equations that involve all three images coordinations: 
U^u +^8^1/ = 0 
从/ + 仏 + 化 + ,丨0"3/ 二0 (5) 
h^U +^12^2/ +^9^3/ = 0 
where coefficients ti are from the 3 x 3 minors of the following 6 x 3 matrix 
[T\ T] Tlf . Inside Quan and Ohta paper, these set of equations are called three-view 
constraints. 
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Setting ti as unknown, we could rewrite equation (4) where Tc = [ti t2 ts (4 1$ ts 
t? ts (9 tio til ti2\ 
'0 0 0 Ml,. 0 0 0 Vi,. Uy 0 W2,. 0 “ 
0 0 0 0 V,, 0 0 0 t/3, V,, 0 y ) 
0 0 Wi,. 0 0 0 V,,. 0 V3. 0 0 W2/ ' ~ 
M,. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 V3. 0 W2/_ 
By observation, we know that we need at least four common corresponding points 
among three images in order to solve the twelve unknowns of Tc in above system of 
equation. These common feature points are named “warping points” in our thesis. 
Sometimes, we may want to increase the number of corresponding points for reducing 
the position error effect among them. If more than four points correspondence are 
used, we could obtain the least-squares solution of Equation (6) by using Singular 
Value Decomposition method. 
After solving the equation, we rearrange the variable Tc and form Equation (7) 
Ol k t,…oIK," 
,10 0「W3,] t^  t, 0 f丨 1 V丨， 
= - =U (7) 
0 t, [3,」 ,3 h hi 0 W2/ 
_0 〜J [t, t, 0 tnhii. 
This equation describes the relationship of image coordinates between two model 
images (un, v/,)�(112/, V2/) and target image (115,-, vsi). W e call it as ''warping equation” 
in the follow sections. 
By Equation (7), any pair of («//, v�,-) and (112/, v� , ) �which is the common 
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corresponding point within two model images, could locate in a new position by 
substitute their image coordination into equation. This new position is not randomly 
chosen, but based on the viewpoint information and the location of the object in the 
target image. If we have dense corresponding points of two model images, set of 
V") and {U2i, v:,.), we could generate a novel view of an object using Equation (7). 
However, corresponding points searching is a time consuming and tedious process. 
Therefore，many researchers use the texture mapping method, which fewer 
corresponding is need, to bypass the need of dense corresponding points set. In our 
case，we also employ the texture mapping method in order to reduce the 
computational cost. Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 summarizes the whole view synthesis 
process by using a simple box images. From figure 4.3，reader would find that 
synthesized image is exactly the same as input image in appearance, viewpoint and 
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Step 1; Solving Warping Equation 
Model image 1 Model image 2 
圓 圍 
� Warping points 
參（Uii，Vi) i = 參（U2i，V2) i = W A 
0 0 0 w, 0 0 0 V, u^ 0 u^ 0" 
, , . 0 Uy 0 0 0 v„ 0 0 0 u,, V力 0 
Unsolved Warping “ “ 7^=0 
Equation 0 0 0 0 0 V,, 0 V3, 0 0 U” “ 
W,, 0 0 0 V,, 0 0 0 0 V3, 0 Uj 
iy 
參（ll3i，V3)i=lJJ，4 
Substitute the image coordinate of four ^ ^ ^ 
warping points (common corresponding 
points among model images and input ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
image) into the unsolved warping equation. 
Then we could obtain the required column 
vector ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Input image 
Go To Step 2 
Figure 4.2: Step 1 of View 
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Step 2 Synthesizing New View of Object 
Model image 1 Model image 2 
• Image coordination of dense corresponding points 
between model images 
0 ~ 〜 0 w,, 
广 10 0 「权3,"| t^ t, 0 t,, V,. 
= - = 0 
0 t^  [_”3/」 h hi 0 u^i 
_0 ‘ � [t, t, 0 /丨 2」|3,_ 
Solved Warping Equation 
Syntheized images 
Figure 4.3: Step 2 of View Synthesis 
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^hat if there are local variations on the object in the target image compared with 
the model images? 
From the paper of Quan and Ohta, view synthesis process could be carried out if we 
following conditions are satisfied. 
1. At least two model images of an object, which the object could be visualized, 
are available. 
2. A target image that indicates the final viewpoint information is available. 
3. At least four common feature points must be observed in both model images 
and target images 
In short, we conclude from the conditions that view synthesis process is still 
possible even there are local changes of the object providing that there are still enough 
warping points among three images. In this case, the final synthesized image would 
have the same viewpoint as target image, but the appearance retain as model images. 
Figure 4.4 demonstrates the difference. This interesting property of image based 
rendering algorithm inspire us to employ it in the deformable template matching for 
facial expression recognition. 
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Model Image 1 Model Image 2 
• 零 
W 
• (u,..,v,i) i = 1,2,3,4 參（U2i�V2i)  = 1,2^ 4 
I • Warping points • 
unsolved Wapring Equation ^v 
^ I 




Figure 4.4: Even there is some local variation of object，we could still synthesize a new 
view providing that there enough warping points among model images and input image 
for solving the warping equation. The synthesized image would have same appearance 
as the model image but under the same viewpoint as input image 
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4.2 View Synthesis Technique for Facial Expression Recognition 
From previous section, we have introduced some camera models and also how a 
novel view be synthesized base on those camera models. Moreover from figure 4.4， 
we know that the synthesized image always has the same appearance as model images 
and it follow only the viewpoint information of the input images, not the appearance. 
Base on this fact, we have adopted the novel view synthesis technique for facial 
expression recognition in our approach. 
Imagine that the box example in figure 4.4 represents the rigid head of human and 
those local variations simulate the facial expression change of the candidate. Base on 
the same idea, we could synthesized an image of a facial expression that has the same 
viewpoint as input image while the appearance of each facial expression is retained. If 
we store each type of facial expression of a person as one set of model images, the 
view synthesis process allow us to warp all reference images to same viewpoint as 
input images during recognition. Since all database images are now having the same 
viewpoint as input images, the error induced by head movement during recognition 
could be eliminated. Figure 4.5 depicts our whole idea. 
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Figure 4.5: Idea of using View Synthesis Technique on facial 
expression recognition problem 
4,2.1 From View Synthesis Technique to Template deformation 
While view synthesis is a process that allows us to generate a novel view of an 
object from some model images and template deformation is a process that we 
reshape the pre-defined template during recognition in order to increase the accuracy, 
they seem to be unrelated. However, we do find that we could adopt the idea of view 
synthesis to the template deformation in our approach. 
When we use the warping equation to calculate the new position of corresponding 
point found in model images, the whole process has an implication that we try to 
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move some point from their original position to a new place. This is what deformable 
template does, as they always change their shape by change the position of some 
control points of the templates. However, unlike usual template deformation 
algorithm, which involves iteration steps of minimization of energy function or 
optimization of some cost function, we only have one time deformation of the 
template - using the warping equation to calculate a new position. 
Moreover, we would not synthesize novel view of an object pixel-by-pixel using 
dense corresponding points and warping equation. This is because searching dense 
corresponding points always involve time consuming and high computational cost. 
W e use a “skeleton template” to replace the need of dense corresponding points in our 
approach. This skeleton is constructed by some ''anchor points” and we only need to 
calculate the position change anchor points and the skeleton is deformed according to 
the viewpoint and location of input images. The interior part of the skeleton is then 
filled by a method called texture mapping. This is how we adopt the view synthesis 
technique in template deformation scheme. 
Before we go on, we would like to clarify two terms: ''view synthesis” and 
“template deformation". While the term view synthesis refers purely the algorithm 
that proposed by Quan and Ohta for novel view synthesis, template deformation refers 
to the process of deforming our skeleton template in according to the input viewpoint. 
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Of course, our template deformation could also be though as a modified version of 
view synthesis, which the idea of image synthesis has been adopted into our approach. 
After brief discussion on the idea, we prompt to the detail discussion on the 
template formation and structure in the coming section - Database Formation. 
4.3 Database Formation 
Similar to the Eigen-analysis based method, recognition process in our deformable 
template approach is also based on matching input image with some pre-stored 
reference data. Therefore we need to construct a database at the beginning of the 
process. Inside our database, each kind of expressions have a pair of images, which 
taken at different viewpoints, been pre-stored. Sometimes, we may include two or 
more pair of images in order to increase the accuracy of recognition. In our case, we 
have three images forming two pairs for each expression inside our database. These 
pair of images is used during formation of template of specific kind of expressions. In 
addition, some feature points found in these images are defined as warping points and 
used to solve the warping equation. In order to save up more storage space, only 
portion of face image of the input user is used as template. Moreover, the template is 
constructed in a special way that we could use texture-mapping method to bypass the 
need of dense corresponding points during novel view synthesis. 
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4.3.1 Person-Dependent Database 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the motion of facial features even for the 
same facial expression could vary across different person. Generalization of a facial 
expression from different people in one single template would only result in poor 
performance. Therefore we use a tailor-made database for individual person in order 
to increase the successful rate of recognition. 
4.3.2 Model Images Acquisition 
The minimum requirement for generation of new image by view synthesis is that we 
need to have two model images of an object. Therefore we need to capture at least two 
images, which taken from different viewpoint, of each type of facial expressions of 
the input user as model images. For chosen the viewpoints of model images, several 
things need to be noticed: 
1. Since the view synthesis technique generate image based on the appearance of 
the models images, only things appear in both model images could be 
synthesized in the new images. (This is because we need to have corresponding 
points between two model images when we use the warping equation). It is 
more preferable to have the model images cover roughly same amount of things 
within their viewpoints. Otherwise, incomplete of synthesized image may be 
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generated and this would induce side effect on the recognition process. 
2. Base on the same reason above, the difference in viewpoints of two model 
images should be significant large that wide range of view could be 
synthesized. 
3. From our experiments, we could increase the accuracy of recognition by 
including one or more pairs of model images, which taken from different 
viewpoints, for each type of expressions. 
Before we continue to the next section, we would like to clarify two more terms 
here: model images and model templates. Model images 一 refers the whole images of 
each pair of reference images of different facial expressions stored in database. It 
usually appears in the context where we talk about the view synthesis. On the other 
hand, templates - refer to the special structure of image, which is only portion of 
model images, and used during template deformation (we would discuss the template 
structure in the following section). 
4.3.3 Templates' Structure and Formation Process 
Within the template matching algorithm, templates stored in database always consist 
the distinctive features of the object that we want to match with. In the case of facial 
expression recognition, we observe that the mouth shape is a good choice. This is 
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because one could find that there are distinct different in mouth shape in respect to 
different facial expressions. To construct a template that mainly consist of the mouth, 
we use only the lower part of the human face images. Even though using the whole 
face image may include more information of the user, there are three advantages of 
using part of face image over the whole one: 
1. Since only portion of image are used as template, we could save up many 
storage space. 
2. During template matching, we measure the similarity based on the correlation 
between each pixel inside the template and the input image. Smaller the size of 
template could save up computational cost and increase the processing speed. 
3. Hairstyle or glasses, which all find in the upper part of the human face images, 
are unwanted disturbance during recognition. Since our template only consists 
of the lower part of the human face, we could eliminate these side effects. 
Figure 4.6 shows some sample of template that we used in our experiments. 
Figure 4.6: Example of templates 
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As mentioned in the previous section, one way to synthesize a novel view of an 
object is to substitute a set of dense corresponding points between model images into 
the warping equation. However, searching dense corresponding points is a tedious and 
time-consuming task. An alternative way to bypass the need of dense corresponding 
points is to employ the texture mapping approach. 
Texture mapping involve the process of deformation of an image patch into a shape 
that could complete fill the destination area. To guide the deformation of image patch 
we need to have some corresponding “anchor points” between the image patch and 
the destination area. Figure 4.7 shows a simple example of texture mapping. 
Destination of the Texture Mapping 
/ • My Thesi^ • 
Figure 4.7 Simple texture mapping example 
Since the destination area is much large than the original image patch, the image 
patch is sketched according to the anchor points. 
One more thing we could observe from figure 4.7 is that the internal relationship 
between pixels is retained. This mean that the thing is on the left inside the image 
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would be always situated on the left of the image even after the texture mapping 
process. This is an essential key factor why we could employ texture mapping to 
replace the need of dense corresponding points, as we do want to keep the internal 
structure of the templates after template deformation. 
In order to employ the texture mapping method in our template, we first define 
some anchors points around the mouth on the model images of the input user. These 
points are called “template anchor points,, in the following sections. Then we apply 
triangulation on these anchor points. The result skeleton and its covered area become 
our required template. Figure 4.8 demonstrates the procedures. In summary, our 
templates of each type of facial expression contain two parts: 
1. A skeleton that constructed by triangulation of template anchor points. 
2. Triangular patches of images. 
During template deformation, we only calculate the position change of the template 
anchor points. Of course, the new position of the template anchor points is calculated 
from the warping equation and base on the viewpoint of input images. After that, the 
shape of the template skeleton is fixed. Finally, we end our template deformation 
process by filling the area within each triangular patch by texture mapping method. 
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〇 Template anchor points 
Figure 4.8: The process for template formation 
4,3,4 Selection of Warping Points and Template Anchor Points 
Summarizing the process of view synthesis and template formation, we know that 
two different sets of points are needed before we during template deformation. They 
are warping points and template anchor points: 
1. At least four warping points (common feature points) among model and target 
images for solving warping equation. 
2. At set of corresponding points between model images which use to construct 
the template and define the template position during each time of template 
deformation - template anchor points. 
In this section, we discuss how we choose those points in our system and the reason 
behind the selection. 
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Selection of Warping Points 
There are several criteria of the warping points selection: 
1. They should exist indifferent to the expression change. 
2. Their position should not highly influence by the local variation of the object. 
3. They should not concentrate in a small area. 
4. They should not all lie on the same plane in 3D 
5. They should have distinct features. (If the system need to work in fully 
automatic environment) 
Since we need to have the warping points find in both target image and model 
images before we could use them to solve the warping equation. They need to exist in 
all kind of expressions and almost all viewpoints of the images of input user. For 
example，we could not choose points locate at someone teeth as warping points, as 
mouth may close for some facial expression. 
As we know that the warping equation is the fundamental tool for view synthesis 
and meanwhile the warping equation is solved by substitute the image position of 
warping points into the equation. Base on this relationship, we conclude that the 
warping points are used as the guideline for warping the model images to the 
viewpoint of input image. Specifically, the image positions of the warping points 
actually implicitly indicate the viewpoint information of the input image. Therefore 
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we need the position change of warping points solely due to the change of viewpoint 
of object, not the local variation. Otherwise, the incorrect information of the warping 
points would be transferred to the warping equation and synthesized image may not 
have the same viewpoint as the input image. An example of improper candidate is the 
mouth comer, which would change sufficient during change of facial expressions. 
From our experiments, we found that there may be significant calculation error 
during solving of warping equation, if the warping points are closely packed or they 
all situated on same 2D plane in 3D space. The error could be explained by the linear 
dependence of points in space. In order to reduce the instability during solving of 
system of warping equations, the chosen warping points should be always linear 
independent to one another. 
Warping points are needed to locate in every input image before we could carry out 
the template deformation. If we choose to handpick the warping points in each input 
images，we do not need to worry about the distinctiveness of the warping points. 
However, if we want to develop a system that run fully automatically during 
recognition process, we need to implement a feature point tracking system for 
searching the warping points within input images. In this case, distinctiveness of 
warping points would become essential key factor for the successful of tracking 
process. Both manual and automatic approach have been employed in our system 
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depending on the natural of the input images. 
The last thing we want to mention about the selection of warping points is that we 
could choose more than four warping points for solving the equation. This could 
reduce the side effect of position error caused by one or two candidate within the 
warping point set. To solve the warping equation in over-determined case, we could 
employ the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) method and obtain the least-squares 
solution. Figure 4.9 shows the warping points that we choose for experiments in our 
approach. 
置 X 
Figure 4.9 Examples of warping points 
b. Selection of Template Anchor Points 
Template anchor points are mainly used for template formation. The basic criteria of 
selecting the template anchor points are: 
1. The number of anchor points should be large enough for triangulation of the 
whole template into small triangle patches. 
2. The position of anchor points should allow the skeleton of the template 
(formed by triangulation of the template anchor points) constructed in a 
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roughly symmetric manner. 
During template deformation, the skeleton of the template may deform sufficiently 
and some triangular patches may be bended seriously. Symmetry and small size of 
triangle patches could help to reduce the deformation error. In our case, we have 
chosen 12 points as template anchor points in our experiment. Figure 4.8 has shown 
their positions. 
Even though all template anchor points need to be hand picked by human operator, 
we only need to do it once during database formation. Moreover number of images 
needed in our database is relative small, the time used by this pre-process step is 
reasonable. W e end the topic on database formation here and start our discussion on 
recognition process in the coming section. 
4.4 Recognition Process 
Our recognition process mainly divided into two part: Template deformation and 
Matching. Our template deformation is a modified version of view synthesis 
algorithm that a special skeleton template of each type of facial expression is 
deformed according to the viewpoint of input image. Before we could deform the 
template, we need to solve the warping equations by some warping points found in 
input image and model images of each expression. While the warping points of the 
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model images are pre-defined during database formation, those on the input images 
need to be handpicked by human operator or located by simple Kalman filter tracking 
mechanism. The solved warping equations (each type of facial expression has its own 
warping equation) are then used to calculate the required position change of the 
template anchor points and the skeleton of each template is deformed accordingly. 
The template deformation process is completed by filling all interior part of the 
template using texture mapping method. 
Before the matching process takes place, we need to crop off a portion from the 
input image in respect to size of the templates of different facial expressions that we 
call it input template. These input templates are then matched with each deformed 
templates. Whichever the deformed template has the highest correlation scores with 
the input template, it would be consider the right candidate and its corresponding 
expression type would be assigned to the input image. Since all the templates are now 
have the same viewpoint as input image, we could have high recognition accuracy 
even using the simple normalized cross correlation approach in the matching process. 
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4,4,1 Solving Warping Equation 
Assume we could get same set of warping points, which we have defined for model 
images，from input images. W e could solve the warping equation and used it for 
template deformation. The detail procedures could refer to the box example in 
previous section. 
Sometimes, we could use more warping points than we need, which is four, during 
equation solving. This could reduce the side effect induced by some bad candidates 
that have high position error in the calculation. In this case, we need to use the 
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) Method to solve the warping equation. W e then 
obtain the least-squares solution. The required warping points in target image could be 
either hand picked by operator or localized by simple Kalman filter tracking 
mechanism. W e would discuss about the automatic system in later chapter. 
4.4.2 Template Deformation 
The main goal of our approach is that we ensure the all templates stored in our 
database have the same viewpoint as input image during matching. W e achieve this 
goal by one time template deformation. This is different to some usual template 
deformation schemes that involve iteration step for minimization of energy function 
or optimization of some cost function. 
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Our template deformation mainly consist of two phases: 
1. Calculation of the new position of template anchor points by using solved 
warping equation. The skeleton of the template then deform based on these new 
position of template anchor points. 
2. Filling the interior part of the template skeleton by texture mapping method. 
As we know from previous section that we need to have dense corresponding 
points between two model images of each facial expression before we could carry out 
the view synthesis. Applying this idea directly to our template deformation, we need 
to calculate every pixel inside the template during deformation. We do not want to do 
this, as searching dense corresponding points is computational expensive. 
In our approach, we use the skeleton of the template in replace the whole image 
during template deformation. The deformation of skeleton is based on the position 
change of some template anchor points. We use the warping equation to calculate the 
position change of the template anchor points. Figure 4.10 demonstrates the 
deformation of the skeleton. 
Only template anchor points undergo 
deformation by warping equation 
Figure 4.10: Deformation of the template skeleton 
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After deformation of skeleton, we fill the interior areas by using texture mapping 
method, which uses one of the model images as reference. Figure 4.11 shows the 
texture mapping process of one triangular patch. The process involve in texture 
mapping is to warp a piece of image from original position to the target position based 
on some anchor points. The result image would totally cover the destination area. 
Here, the anchor points are the vertexes of the triangular patches. One essential 
property of texture mapping is that the internal relationship between each pixel does 
not change during the warping process. This means that if pixel A is placed next to 
pixel B, this relationship retain even after the texture mapping process. This property 
is important because we do not want to destroy the internal structure of our template, 
which serious affect the recognition accuracy, by using texture mapping instead of 
dense corresponding points. 
Each trinangle patches in new 
formed skeleton of the I / 
template are filled by texture / ^ B T \ \ / / 
mapping from one of the J ^ X w 
reference image iL 1 ^— 
Figure 4.11: The Texture Mapping Process 
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4.43 Template from Input Images 
Recognition using deformable template is based on the similarity measure between 
model template and the input images. Some algorithms of template matching involve 
searching through the whole input image before obtaining the final correlation score. 
W e do not need to do this, as we already know where we should look for within the 
input image by the information obtained during template deformation. This is another 
advantage of our approach that we could save up further more computational time by 
eliminating the need of searching around the input image during matching process. 
After template deformation, we have new position of each pixel of the model 
template either computed by warping equation (template anchor points) or texture 
mapping formula (points within triangle patches). As mentioned in previous section, 
this image coordination of points indicates both viewpoint information and also 
corresponding object location. Figure 4.12 shows the full picture of the incident. In 
short，the new image coordination of the deformed template indicates the position in 
where we should look for matching of input images. To carry out the template 
matching process, we crop off a piece of image, which is same size and same shape as 
the model template, from the input image. The cropping position is based on the 
image coordination of the deformed template. W e call this piece of image as input 
template. 
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Figure 4.12 illustrates the process. The process of acquire the input template is 
carried out for all templates that stored inside the database. 
Input image (target image) 
Ml 
Template from ^ , . 
Surprise expression Base the image coordination of 
the deformed template, we could 
crop off a same size template from 
A input image 
Recognition is carried out by comparsion of the 
template from reference and input images 
Figure 4.12: Process of getting the input template 
4,4,4 Matching 
Matching of deformed templates and input is the final stage of our algorithm. Since 
all database templates are now under the same viewpoint as input image, we could use 
simple normalized cross correlation to measure the similarity between the deformed 
database templates and input templates. The database template with the highest 
correlation score with input template is considered as the right candidate and its 
corresponding expression type is designed to the input image. 
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4.5 Implementation of Automation System 
Whatever the Eigen-Analysis based method or the deformable template method, 
they could roughly divide into two main stages: Database formation and Recognition 
Process. The need of fully automation on database formation is not critical, as it is 
only a one-time process - we only need to do it once before the system start to work. 
In contrast, we may need to process up 100 or even more images during recognition 
stage and the demanding on fully automatic system become highly significant. In this 
section, we would describe in detail how we implement an automatic system in both 
proposed method during recognition stage. 
In both Eigen-Analysis based method and deformable template method, we need to 
get some feature points (center of eyeballs and at least four warping points on face) 
before the recognition could start. This is where we originally need the interference of 
the human operator. If we could capture the required feature position automatically, 
then our recognition process could become fully automatic. W e try to achieve this 
goal by implement a simple feature tracking system using the “Kalman Filter”. 
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4.5,1 Kalman Filter 
The Kalman filter is a set of equations that provides an efficient recursively 
estimation of the state in some dynamic system. The state could be anything that 
related to the system e.g. the velocity of a moving car. 
The idea of Kalman filter is to estimate one-step ahead state t + 1 of the dynamic 
system based on the measurement and estimation error of the state at time t. Base on 
this idea, there are two main stages could be found inside the Kalman filter: prediction 
stage and correction stage. Inside the prediction stage, the state of the dynamic system 
in the next step t +1 would be predicted. This would then feed to the correction stage. 
On the other hand, measured result form the dynamic system at / + 7 would be 
compared with the predicted data in the correction stage and the measured error 
would be feedback to the prediction stage that aimed to improve the further prediction. 
Detail of mechanism of Kalman filter could be found in [34] [3 5]. 
4-5,2 Using Kalman Filter for Tracking in Our System 
Kalman filter could predict the one-step ahead state based on the current state 
measurement and prediction error. This could adapt to feature point tracking 
algorithm by assigning the state as the image position of the feature points [32][33' 
The process is carried out in the following step: 
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1. W e first capture an image template around the feature points that we would to 
keep track with. In our case, the image templates are in the size of 16x16 pixels. 
2. Then we start our tracking system by given the roughly initial position of the 
feature points in the first input image. 
3. The pre-recorded template would then match around the initial position of the 
feature points in order to locate the feature point position. This is the state 
measurement during each time interval used in the correction stage. The size of 
the searching window could be fine tuned in order to increase the accuracy of 
tracking. 
4. The measurement location from the simple template matching would compare 
with the initial position of the feature point given by the user to give the first 
estimation error. Moreover the Kalman gain would also be calculated using the 
equation described above. 
5. The result from the correction stage would feed to the prediction stage. The 
position of the feature point in the next image frame would be then estimated 
using the dynamic equation that involves the x and y image coordination of the 
feature and the x- and y- direction velocity of the feature between two 
successive images. 
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6. The estimated position of the feature point calculated in the prediction stage 
would feedback to the correction stage. This position would be used as the 
reference point for locating the searching window in the new input image. 
7. Again, the pre-recorded template would then match around the area, which 
based on the estimated position and the size of searching window in order to 
locate the feature point position in the second input images. 
8. The measured feature point position would compare with the estimated position 
to give the estimation error. 
9. The process repeats from 5-8 until all the input images have been processed. 
Figure 4.13 depicts the whole process. Since the required feature point during 
recognition for both Eigen-Analysis based method and deformable template method 
could be located automatically by Kalman filter tracking system, our recognition 
system could work without any human interference. 
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m m m i l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ * ^ ^ 1. w e first capture a image temlate around the 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B H ^ H H ^ n feature point that we want to keep track with. 
• i m i i B B 
2. Input the roughtly initial position of the 
feature point to the tracking system 
• 3. The pre-recorded template would then search within a 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ searching window to locate the feature point. The location of the 
searching window is placed based on the given initial position of 
H m m ^ l H K WMimmJSSm feature point. 
4. The final position of the feature is then determined by the simple 
template matching scheme. This position would be used to calculate the 
estimation error and Kalman Gain within the correction stage. The result 
H E ^ s H E ^ . '^ iKii i i i i i ' i^W would then feed to the prediction stage. 
5. Inside the prediction stage, the feature point of the next frame would be 
J estimated. The search window for this new input image would then located 
^ J U m ^ ^ K l ^ B E ® base on the estimated position of feature points. 
务 6. Again, a simple template matching scheme would be carried out within 
/ the searching window in order to locate the final position of the feature 一 . 
7. We could then keep track on the feature position. We go back to step 5 after 
calculate the new estimation error and Kalman Gain. The tracking process is 
repeated between step 5-7 until on the input images have been processed 
Figure 4.13 Steps involve in our tracking process. 
4,5,3 Limitations 
Even though, we could use the tracking system to locate the feature points we 
needed within each input images, it could not applied to all general cases. During 
feature point tracking, we need to assume that the input images are recorded in 
continuous sequence. If it were not the cases, for example the pose of the input user 
change randomly, the tracking system would be failed. 
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In our experiment, we recorded most of our images in a continuous sequence by a 
digital video recorder, so our recognition system could still run automatically during 
system evaluation. 
4.6 Experiments and Result Analysis 
There are two set of images used to test our algorithm during experiment. W e use 
the name image sample 2 (same image set used in Eigen-analysis based method 
experiment) and image sample 3 to distinguish them in this section. Each set of image 
consist 5 different kind of facial expression: Happiness, Sadness, Surprise, Anger and 
Normal (without any facial expression). Some image sample could be found in 
Appendix II. Both set of images are taken from same person, but at different days. 
Therefore, readers may find that the hairstyle of our input candidate and also the 
lighting condition is different between two sets of images. W e do this because we 
want to ensure that our algorithm could deal with general case, not a specific one. 
Even thought all images are taken from a same person, we still need to form two 
different databases for each set of testing sample. This is because the lighting 
condition is totally different between two image sets and the matching scheme we 
employed 一 simple cross correlation measurement - is not robust enough for seriously 
change on lighting conditions. Three images from each image sample are used as 
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model images and two pair of model images is included for each type of facial 
expressions. They could be found in Appendix III. 
The experiment results are put into a table format with 4 different columns: 
Expression Type, Number of images tested, Correct Percentage 1 and Correct 
Percentage 2. The Correct Percentage 1 indicates the results of our system under the 
cooperation of both handpick and automatic tracking of warping points. The other one 
is the result obtained purely from the automatic system (Using Kalman filter to locate 
the warping points). The "cooperation" means that we first run the image sample 
under purely automatic system. Then we re-examine the samples, which have been 
fail in recognition, by using handpick warping points. W e do this because we want to 
test the actual ability of our algorithm on facial expression recognition. Since if the 
input warping positions were wrong, the calculated warping equations would be also 
wrong. This chain effect lead to incorrect template deformation and the recognition 
would, of course, seriously affected. 
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Result of Experiment 1; Image Sample 2 (Table 3.1) 
Type of Expression Test Cases Accuracy (%) Accuracy (%) 
(Handpick + Automatic) (Automatic) 
Happiness 105 images 84.8% 68% 
Sadness 214 images 98.1% 78.5% 
Surprise 179 images 96.6% 91.6% 
Anger 153 images 96.1% 100% 
Normal 210 images 99% 71o/o 
Result of Experiment 2; Image Sample 3 (Table 3.2) 
Type of Expression Test Cases Accuracy (%) Accuracy (%) 
(Handpick + Automatic) (Automatic) 
Happiness 389 images 99.7% 85.3% 
Sadness 368 images 100% 88% 
Surprise 313 images 99.7% 88.5% 
Anger 309 images 95.5% 69.6% 
Normal 378 images 98.7% 69.8% 
Inside our experiment, the number of images used for testing for different facial 
expressions are varied. This is because all our image samples are captured from a 
video sequence rather than taken one bye one using simple camera. The duration of 
different facial expression inside our sequence is different, but our sampling time is 
constant, which is 0.25 seconds per image. Therefore some expressions type have 
more images than the others. 
The result is promising under cooperation of handpick and automatic system. Most 
of them above have the correct accuracy up 90%. This shows that our template 
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matching scheme could really cope with the head movement problem during 
recognition. 
In contrast, the result of the purely automatic system, on average, is not as good as 
the cooperation system. The reason for this is due to the inaccurate on warping points 
position, which are located by the Kalman filter. There are several parameters could 
be adjusted during tracking of feature points: 
1. The searching window size 
2. The matching template size 
To obtain better tracking performance, we need to fine adjust these two parameters 
that depend on the situation of different external environment. Since we implement a 
feature point tracking system here is only want to demonstrate that our system could 
also run in a fully automatic mode and our main focus of research is on expression 
recognition not feature point tracking, we have not work on different set of parameters 
in our experiments. 
Inside experiment 1 and 2, the viewpoint change of image samples concentrate 
mainly on rotation in depth, which is one of the most difficult problem in expression 
recognition. The following experiment shows that our system could also tackle the 
simple case of change of viewpoint, which involves minor rotation in depth, planar 
rotation and scale. The images used in this experiment obtain from image sample 2 
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and they could be found at Appendix IV. 
Experiment 4 (Table 3.3) 
Type of Expression Test Cases Accuracy 
Happiness 25 images 84% 
Sadness 25 images 96% 
Surprise 25 images 96% 
Anger 25 images 88% 
Normal 25 images 88% 
This time all the warping points is handpicked by human operator, as all images are 
not continuous in natural and Kalman filter is not applicable for this case. The 
accuracy is also quite high, which all above 80%. This shows that our algorithm could 
also tackle with simple viewpoint change cases. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this work, we have explored the facial expression recognition problem from a new 
point of view that does not require the tracking of facial dynamics. Only static 
information — the image intensity distribution in the images - is used. The scheme is 
particularly suitable for applications where the only concern is the identification of the 
facial expression type，not how the facial muscle moves. Applications we have in mind 
include human-machine interface and animation driving. 
Two approaches have been proposed: the Eigen-analysis based approach and the 
Deformable Template Matching based approach. The first approach is a relatively simple 
extension of the Eigen-analysis method for facial recognition, but here the idea is 
extended to handle facial expressions not facial identities. The second approach, which is 
based upon a novel-view synthesis technique, is one that is aimed at tackling the 
inevitable discrepancy in the head position (relative to the camera) between the stored 
image data and the new input image data. Both approaches have been tested on different 
sets of image data，and the result is promising. In the best case we obtained 100% 
recognition accuracy, while in the worst case we obtained 50% recognition accuracy for 
both multiple subspace methods and deformable template matching. Moreover, we also 
found that the result of direct adoption method is not as stable as multiple subspaces. One 
of the reasons for this is due to the internal structure of direct adoption method — 
enforcing all the training images lay on a single hyper-plane. 
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One of the shortcomings of intensity-based methodologies is that the change of lighting 
condition would induce side effect to the overall performance. Within our approaches, we 
have introduced a normalization method in multiple subspace method and using 
normalized cross correlation measure in template matching to deal with the overall 
illumination change. Also, we used only essential part of images (only head in Eigen-
analysis method and only mouth in deformable template matching method) to reduce 
influence of the backgrounds. From the experiment results, we found that those processes 
could really assist the reduction of the lighting effect and disturbance of background. 
W e do find that intensity-based methodology and facial dynamics tracking 
methodology have their own merits and shortcomings. In the future, we would like to 
study if it is possible to build a system with the two co-existing and made complementary 
to each other in hierarchy architecture. 
As for the algorithms developed in this work, we would like to extend them to 
recognize not only facial expressions but also the more subtle features of each expression. 
For example, the mouth shapes we used in the different facial expressions are only a 
subset of all the available mouth shapes that humans could perform. W e do believe that 
our intensity-based approaches could be extended to recognize the mouth shape and the 
other more detail features of each facial expression, so as to identify the sub-class of a 
facial expression, say whether a happy face is actually a joyful face or a teasing face. 
Moreover, we would like test on more people, if we could find more volunteers in the 
future. 
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ttS flS flS h B fiS "dS 
J m L X U K U K .ML \JM- Jm JM 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x4S0x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
f Hp24.bmp ‘ I Hp25.bmp | Hp26.bmp["HpZT.bmp" I Hp28.bmp | Hp29.bmp I Hp3.bmp I Hp30.bmp“ 
麗 • 圊 [ M 圖 S J i 圜 
450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Hp31.bmp I Hp32.bmp [ Hp33.bmp I Hp34.bmp f Hp35.bmp | Hp36,bmp 「Hp37.bmp \ Hp38.bmp 
漏 圜 圍 圍 圚 圚 圚 圍 
45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 45Qx45Qx24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 




匯 n » » 匱 圓 圚 匪 
45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x45Qx24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 45Qx450x24b 
I Sdl.bmp I SdlO.bmp i Sdll.bmp I Sdl2,bmp I 5dl3.bmp I Sdl4.bmp I Sdl5.bmp | Sdl6.bmp 
麗 圔 圚 圍 圜 3 1 9 { 匪 
450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 450x45Qx24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I "Sdl7.bmp" i Sdl8.bmp .「5dl9.bmp _「云d2.bmp 一「"^20.bmp—「—Sd21.b(np 「 l d 2 2 W — I Sd23.bmp 
m m 圍 圓 圍 » » 圍 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Sd24.bmp I Sd25,bmp I Sd26.bmp I Sd27.bmp I Sd28.bmp | Sd29.bmp ISd3 .bmp I Sd30,bmp 
圓 圜 9 m a m 圍 圍 
45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 45Qx45Qx24b ^50x45Qx24b 450x45Qx24b 
I Sd31.bmp I Sd32.bmp | Sd33.bmp i Sd34.bmp「Sd35.bmp f Sd36.bmp — I Sd37.bmp | Sd38.bmp 
圓圔9 a » • • 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x45Qx24b | 450x450x24b 
r Sd39.bmp I Sd4.bmp I SdS.bmp I Sd6.bmp I Sd7.bmp [ Sde.bn^ " I Sd9,bmp 106 
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H E i MEt WBtk WSIk H E i H i t U S 
醒 圓 • 國 國 • 團 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x45Qx24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Srl.bmp I Srl0.bmp | Srll.bmp I Srl2.bmp i Srl3.bmp i Srl4.bmp | Srl5.bmp 
H S i H E K u a i i s i mat p a { e s i 
國 醒 圃 _ 國 醒 醱 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
「5 r l 6 . bmp | 5rl7.bmp 「 &18.btT>p [ 5rl9.bmp |S r2 .bmp 「5r20.bmp 厂 Sr21.bmp 
H E S H E S i i H H E l i j a P H n p i 
B m m m m m m 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 45Qx45Qx24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Sr22.bmp I Sr23.bmp [ Sr24.bmp I Sr25.bmp | Sr26.bmp I Sf27.bmp | Sr28.bmp 
B S E ras n e i MSi MSi l a E i H S K 
m m m m 國 m m 
45Qx45Qx24b 450x450x24b 450x45Qx24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450?^4b 
I Sr29.bmp I Sr3.bmp | Sr30,bmp I Sr31.bmp I Sr4.bmp i Sr5.bmp I Sr6.bmp 
M M M 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I 5r7.bmp I Sr8,bmp I 5r9.bmp 
國 _ m m 圔 釅 _ • 
450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x45Qx24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Frl.bmp | Frl0.bmp I Frll.bmp | Frl2.bmp | Frl3.bmp | FrH.bmp I Frl5.bmp | Frl6.bmp 
國 _ 國 圓 圓 _ 國 圔 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Frl7.bmp I FrlS.bmp | Frl9.bmp | Fr2.bmp | Fr20,bmp I Fr21.bmp | Fr22.bmp | Fr23.bmp 
_ _ 圓 圓 圔 • 國 圔 
450x450x2� 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450xH50x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Fr24.bmp I Fr25.bmp 1 Fr26.bmp | Fr27.bmp | Fr28.bmp | Fr29.bmp I Fr3.bmp | FrSO.bmp 
國 _ 圓 圓 國 國 圓 國 
.450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
j Fr31.bmp | Fr32.bmp | Fr33.bmp | Fr34,bcnp I Frt.bmp •� Fr5.bmp | Fr6,bmp | Fr7.bmp 
_ “ m 
450x450x2� 450x45Qx24b 
I Fr8.bmp | Fr9.bmp 
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M \M \M \M \M \ 3 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x45Qx24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
「’ Arl.bmp 一 | ArlO.bmp 「A r l l . bmp 丨 Arl2.bmp I ArlS.bmp I Arl4.bmp 
H 圍 9 圍 • 9 • 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 45Qx45Qx24b 450x45Qx24b 
I ArlS.bmp I Arl6.bmp 丨 Arl7.bmp I ArlS.bmp I Arl9.bmp 「Ar2.bnnp I Ar20.bmp 
圍 圍 • 9 • [1 • 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x45Qx24b 45Qx45Qx24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x45Qx24b 
厂Ar21.bmp—…I Ar22.bmp i Ar23.bmp .「A_ri4.bmp 「Ar25.bmp ！ Ar26.bmp [ Ar27.bmp 
邏 • I S 9 圖 • 9 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 
1 Ar28.bmp | Ar29.bmp | Ar3.bmp | Ar30.bmp | Ar31.bmp | Ar32.bmp 1 Ar33,bmp 
'VBH 'VBW I 'OH u m n S 
國 LJI Um I M UE LB I M 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 
i Ar34.bmp 丨 Ar35.bmp | Ar36.bmp 丨 Ar37.bmp I Ar38.bmp | Ar39.bmp I Ar4.bmp 
邏 圓 圍 9 9 • 圍 
.450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x45Qx24b 450x450x24b 
i Ar40.bmp' — | Ar41,bmp | Ar42.bmp | Ar43.bmp I Ar44.bmp \ ^45.biTip | Ar46.bmp 
' M M W i \M \M \M \M 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450):450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
j Ar47.bmp | Ar48.bmp I Ar49,bmp f Ar5.bmp I ArSO.bmp [ Ar51.bmp 厂 ArS2.bmp 
‘rgm r H rgm m r a n a m 
M M M M M M M 
�45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 45Qx45Qx24b 450x450x24b 45Qx45Qx24b 450x45Qx24b 
1 Ar53.bmp | Ar54.bmp I Ar55.bmp I Ar6.bmp I Ai7.bmp I Ar8.bmp [ Ar9.bmp 
n n r i B n a h b n o r i Q r s i 「 i q 
• IJi IJi \M [Ji IJg \M. IJi 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x2<b 450x^50x24b 450x450x2� J50x450x2jb 
I Dtl.tunp I WlO.bmp I Dtll.bmp | Dtl2.bmp | Dtl3.bmp | D t H . b m p | DtlS.bmp | Dtl6.bmp 
I I Q r i Q 「 編 [ « rg% d r i a 
；.9 ：漏 漏 M S M m m 
imrn^ bmm^ bifll' Udfli- L d K U M - L^ fll, U J B 
450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x^50x24b ^50x45Qx24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Dtl7,bmp I DtlS.bmp | Dtl9.^p | Dt2,bmp | Dt20.btnp | Dt21.bmp f^^Tb rnp | Dt3.bmp 
n a 圓 n a r « n n � • 
漏 m i liH LB i J i Um 
450x450x24b 450x450x21b '>5Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
1 Dt4.bmp I Dt5.bmp I Dt6.bmp | Dt7,bmp | Dt8.bmp | Dt9,bmp 
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Image Sample 2 in Eigen-analysis Experiment 2 and Deformable Template 
Matching Method Experiment 1 
爱 爱 量 I 要 要 I曼 
450x45Qx24b 450x45Qx24b 450x450x24b 450x45Qx24b 450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Hpl.bmp i Hp2.bmp T Hp3.bmp i Hp4.bmp 「Hp5.bmp f Hp6.bmp 「Hp7~bmp' 
憂 I 憂 董 憂 憂 憂 丨 量 
45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 「- HpS.bmp I Hp9.bmp 丨—HplO.bmp— “「1^「1「b—rt^— —「—Hpl3.bm^ i H^ .b^  Hpl5.bmp' 
量 I 愛 靈 整 髮 要 愛 
450x450x24b 450x45Dx24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Hpl6.bmp I Hpl7,bmp I Hpl8.bmp I Hpl9.bmp I Hp20.bmp I Hp21.bmp I Hp22.binp | Hp23,bmp 
^50x450x24b 450x^50x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b ^50x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I HW4.bmp I Ht)25.bmp 1 I Hp27.bmp I Hp28.bmp 1 Hp29.bmp I Hp30.bmp 1 Hp31.bmp 
重 頃 [ 鲞 嚷 麽 嘴 • 
45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Hp32.bmp I Hp33.bmp | Hp34.bmp I Hp35.bcnp | Hp36.bmp I Hp37.bmp i Hp38.bmp 1 Hp39.bmp 
m S s s S fi fi £ 
450x45Qx24b 45Qx45Qx24b 450x450x24b | 15Qx450x24b | 45Qx45Qx24b | 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 
I Hp40.bmp I Hp41.bmp I Hp42.bmp | Hp43.bmp I Hp44.bmp | Hp45.bmp I Hp46.bmp | Hp47.bmp 
45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b 1 450x450x24b 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b 
I Hp48.bmp I Hp49.bmp | Hp50.bmp 丨 Hp51.bmp { Hp52.bmp I Hp53.bmp F Hp54ii3mp i Hp55.bmp 
覆 匾 匾 B 匾 B [ M 匾 
450x450x24b t50x450x24b 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b •<50x450x24b 450x450x24b ^50x450x2^b 
I Hp56.bmp I Hp57.bmp I Hp58.bmp | Hp59.bmp I Hp83.bmp | Hp84.bmp I HpSS.bmp ! Hp86.btnp 
豐 • f f i B t S B I W I i 
450x45Qx24b 45Qx45Qx24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x45Qx24b 450x45Qx24b 450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 
I Hp87.bmp 1 Hp88.bmp 1 Hp89,bmp I Hp90.bmp 1 Hp91.bmp | Hp92.bmp 1 Hp93.bmp Hp94.bmp 
450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 450x150x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 150x450x24b 
I Hp95.bmp I Hp96.bmp 丨 Hp97.bmp I Hp98.bmp I Hp99.bmp | HplOO.bmp i Hpl01.bmp ！ ~Hpl02.bmp ‘ 
n e r2|' r i g r i g rm n g 
置 置 置 置 置 置 置 
45Qx450x24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 
I Hpl03.bmp I Hpl04.bmp I HplOS.bmp | Hp60.bmp I Hp6i.bmp | Hp62.bmp I Hp63.bmp | Hp64.bmp 
450)(450x24b 450x450x24b 450xH50)(24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 150x450x24b 450x450x2 � 
I Hp65.bmp I Hp66.bmp | Hp67.bmp ]__Hp6e.bmp I Hp69.bmp | Hp70.bmp 1 Hp71,bmp ！ Hp72.bmp 
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" M 丨董丨重 [M 1费 
450x450x24b 45Qx45Qx24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x45Qx24b 
I Hp73.bmp I Hp74.bmp I Hp75.bmp I Hp76.bmp ！ Hp77.bmp I Hp78.bmp I Hp79.bmp Hp80.bmp 
45Qx45Qx24b | 450x450x24b 
I 1:臓….. 
® I ® i M [ ® 1 $ ® 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
[i Sd212.bmp I Sd213.bmp | Sd2H.bmp I Sdl.bmp 1 Sd2.bmpi"""Sd3.bmp""“ 
[ f i B ® f M I f i ^ i f i 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b <50x150x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Scl4.bmp I SdS.bmp I Sd6 .bmp| Sd7.bmp ISd8.bmp""“ I Sd9.bnip""”i SdlO.bmp j Sdll.bmp 
僅 ffi ® ® ® 厂 ft ® i M 
45Qx450x24b 450x45Qx24b 450x45Qx24b 45Qx450x24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I 5dl2.bmp i Sdl3.bmp I Sdl4.bmp I Sdl5.bmp I Sdl6.bmp | Sdl7.bmp | Sdl8.bmp I Sdl9.bfnp 
I M I S [ S [ M i S I f i S 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x45Qx24b | 450x450x24b 450x45Qx24b | 450x450x24b | 450x45Qx24b | 450x450x24b 
I Sd20.— I Sd21.bmp I 5d22.bmp | 5d23.bmp I 5d24.bmp | Sd25.bmp | Sd26.bmp I Sd27.bmp 
I S I f i I 置 1 $ I f i ® I f i ® 
450x45Qx24b 450x45Qx24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 45Qx450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b 
I Sd28.bmp \ Sd29.bmp | Sd30.bmp I Sd31.bmp I Sd32.bmp | Sd33.bmp 1 Sd34.bmp | Sd35.bmp 
I M I M f f i l S f f i l f i f f ® 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 450x45Qx24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Sd36,bn« I Sd37.bmp i Sd38.bmp I Sd39.bmp I Sd^ O.bn^  I Sdll.bmp 1 SdtZ.bmp | ScM3.bmp 
^^^^ l^in^  ^^ ^^ ^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ 
450x450x24b 450x<50x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Sd44.bmp I Sd45.bmp | Sd46.bmp I Sd47,bmp I S<Me.bmp I Sd49.bmp I SdSO.bttip 1 Sd51.bmp 
450x450x24b 150x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x150x24b 450x<50x2^b 
i Sd52.bmp | SdS3.bmp | Sd54.bmp I Sd55.bmp | Sd56,bmp | Sd57,bmp 1 SdSS.bmp | Sd59,bmp 
靈 K [ f t I M [ f t ® I M ff 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b | 45Qx450x24b | 450x450x24b ! 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x45Qx24b 
I 5d60.bmp I 5d6t.bfnp I 5d62.bmp I 5d63.bmp I Sd64.bmp | 5d65.bmp | 5d66.bmp | 5d67.bmp 
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fi E C I f _ ff • • 匪 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x2^b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
�Sd68,bmp 「Sd69.bmp I Sd70.bmp I M71.bmp I SdyzTbrnp"" | Sd73.bmp | Sd74.bmp i SdTS.bmp 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^mH' 
t50x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Sd76.bmp I Sd77.bmp I Sd78.biTp T Sd'79,"bmp I Sd80.bmp [""IdeiTbmp [ ^z ibmp ‘ Sd83.bmp 
匿 匿 • • E 1 r r 
450x450x24b | 450x450x24b 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24fa 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I 5d84.bmp | Sd85.bmp [ "sd86"bmp | 5d87.bmp | Sd88.bmp | Sd89.bmp I Sd90.bmp i Sd91.bmp 
£ 匿匿 
•t50x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x21b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
f Sd92.bmp I Sd93.bmp | Sd94.bmp .丨…Sd95.bmp … 「 … ^ b m p 一「Sd97.bni…i 5d98.bmp" j Sd99.b(np ‘ 
S E M W W W W W 
450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 45Qx45Qx24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I SdlOO.bmp' I SdlOl.bmp | 5dl02.bmp I 5dl03.bmp 「&104_bmp _「SdH)5rbmp_「Sdl06.bmf [ ScU07.bmp — 
ff ff ® K ® 1 ® ® 
450x450x24b | 450x450x24b 450x45Qx24b | 450x450x24b | H50x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Sdl08.bmp I Sdl09.bmp | 5dll0.bmp 厂sSTr i i i ip | Sdll2.bmp I SdU3.bmp 丨 Sdll4.bmp | SdUB.bmp 
1 ® f i 1 ® r e 1 1 
450x450x24b '•450x450x24b |. 450x450x2� 450x450x24b <50xt50x24b 450xH50x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Sdlie.bmp I Sdll7.bmp | SdU8.bmp ！ Sdn9.bmp | Sdl20.bmp | Sdl21.bmp | Sdl22,bmp I Sdl23.bmp 
f f 1 f i I I n ^ r s 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b | 45Qx450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Sdl24.bfnp I Sdl25.bnnp | Sdl26.bmp I 5dl27.bmp I Sdl28.bmp I Sdl29.bmp I Sdl30.bmp I Sdl31.bmp 
1 [i [1 ii�i [1 • 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 4S0x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I 5dl32.bmp I 5dl33.bmp | 5dl34.biinp I SdlSS.bmp ！ Sdl36.bmp I 5dl37.bmp ! Sdl38,bmp I Sdl39.bmp 
• 
450x45Qx24b | •450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x4S0x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
f SdHO.bmp I Sdl41.bmp | Sdl42.bmp I SdM3.bmp I Sdm.bmp [ Sdl45.bmp I Scil46.bmp | SdM7.binp 
聞 圓 f l i i 圓 n r s r s 
450x450x24b | 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x45Qx24b 450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I SdH8.bmp | Sdl49.bmp i SdlSO.bmp I Sdl51.bmp | Sdl52.bmp | Sdl53.bmp | Sdl54.bmp | Sdl55.bmp 
c i n n r i n n n n 
450x450x24b | ^50x450x24b | 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x<50x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Sdl56.bmp | Sdl57,bmp I Sdl58.bmp • � SdlS^.bmp—� Sdl60.bmp ! ~ Sdl61 .bmpT “ [ SdlM.bmp—� Sdl63,bmp 
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• • • • • . 
^ n r s r s r s n r s 
450x450x24b 450x45Qx24b | 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Sdl64.bmp I Sdl65,bmp | Sdl66,bmp [ Sdl67r^p | Sdl68.bmp | Sdl69.bmp I Sdl70.bmp ！ 5dl71.bmp 
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I Nrl32.bmp | Nfl33.bmp | Nrl34.bmp .rVl35.bmp f Nfl36,bmp I Nrl37.b(np I Nrl3e.bmp 丨 Nrl39.bmp 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x45Qx24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I NrHO.bmp | NrHl.bmp | NrH2.bmp | NrHS.bmp Y " Nrl44,bmp I NrHS.bmp i Nrltt.bmp i Nrl47.bfnp 
^^  
450x450x24b 450x450x2tb 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I NrMS.bmp | Nrl49.bmp | Nrl50.bmp | NrlSl.bmp | Nrl52.bmp ( Nrl53,bmp ! Nrl54.bmp ！ Nrl55.bmp 
[ 1 [ 1 j a f i ^ [ 1 [ f i n 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x45Qx24b | 450x450x24b | 450x45Qx24b | 45Qx450x24b | 450x45Qx24b | 450x450x24b 
]Nrl56.bmp I Nrl57.bmp | Nrl58.bfnp | Nrl59.bmp ！ Nrl60.bmp | Nrl61.bmp 1 Nrl62.bmp' I Nrl63.bmp 
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j i • [ ! • � • I f \ w r e 
l'45Qx45Qx24b 450x45Qx24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
J Nrl64.bmp I Nrl65.bmp | Nrl66.bmp | Nrl67.bmp 1 Nrl68.bfnp 1 Nrl69.bmp I Nrl70.bmp i Nrl71.bmp 
艟 费 费 象 疲 费 i 登 爱 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 45Qx45Qx24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x45Qx24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
\ Nrl72.bmp I Nrl73.bmp I Nrl74.bmp | Nrl75.bmp | Nrl76.bmp | Nrl77.bmp I Nrl78.bmp | Nrl79.bmp 
fi [ f i [ f i ® \9l [ f i 置 
450x45Qx24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
]Nrl80.bmp I Nrl81.bmp | Nrl82.bmp I Nrl63.bmp | Nrld4.bmp | NrlSS.bn^ I Nri86.bmp 1 Nrie7.bmp 
置 隻 整 整 鲞 s 整 _ 
45Qx45Qx24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 
i Nrl88.bmp | Nrl89.bmp i Nrl90.bmp | Nrl91.bmp | Nrl92.bmp | Nrl93.bmp | Nrl94.bmp t Nrl95.brrp 
K K W.匿 S. ff 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x45Qx24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Nrl96.bmp | Nrl97.bmp | Nrl9e.brnp | Nrl99.bmp | Nr200.bmp | Nr201.bmp | Nr202.bmp | Nr203.bmp 
K ; E K B i E M K 
450x450x24b ^50)(450x2^b 450xt50x24b | 450x450x24b 450x450x216 450x450)c24b 450x450x24b 
I Nr204.bmp J NrZOS.btnp I Nr206,bmp I Nr207.bmp | Nf208.bmp | Nr209.bmp i Nr210.bmp 
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Image Sample 3 Deformable Template Matching Method Experiment 2 
• 
450x450x24b I 45Qx45Qx24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Hpl.bmp I Hp2.bmp i Hp3.bmp i Hp4.bmp | Hp5.bmp Hp6.^ 
450x45Qx24fa | 450x450x24b | 45Qx450x24b | 45Qx450x24b | 45Qx450x24b | 450x45Qx24b | 45Qx450x24b | 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Hp7.bmp ！ Hp8.bmp f Hp9.bmp I HplO.bmp | Hpll.bmp「—Hpl2.bmp ["i^^Tbrnp HplV.bmp ; l^islbmp I Hpl6.bmp 
圓 • 匯 • 圓 疆 • 匪 匪 匯 
450x450x24b | 45Qx450x24b 丨 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 45Qx45Qx24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Hpl7.bmp I Hpl8.bmp \ Hpl9.bmp | Hp20:bmp i 1^21.bmp I Hp22.bmp I Hp23.b(T*)丨 Hp24.bmp ‘ j Hp2S.bmp 丨 Hp26.bmp 
• 圓 圓 圓 圓 圓 • • 醒 醒 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 150xH50x24b 450x<50x24b 150x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 4$0x450x24b 
I Hp27."bliip I Hp28.bmp | Hp29.b(np I Hp30.b(np I Hp31.bmp I Hp32:bmp i Hp33.bmp ！ Hp34.bmp I Hp35.bmp i Hp36.bmp 
匪 圓 圓 _ 圓 _ 醒 圓 _ _ 
45Qx450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x45Qx24b | 450x45Q^4b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Hp37.bmp I Hpasybmp | Hp39.bmp [ Hp4o7bmp I H p V f ^ I Hp42.bcnp I Hp43.bmp ！ Hp44.bmp ！ Hp45:bmp ! Hp46.brnp 
圓 • 圓 
450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x45a^4b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
「Hp47‘bmp 1 Hp48.bmp I Hp49.bmp I Hp50.bmp " I Hp51.bmp 1 Hp52.tmv I Hp53.bmp 1'Hp54.bfnp' I Hp55.bmp ！ HpSsSnp" 
450x450x2� 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x21b 450x150x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Hp57.bmp I Hp58,bmp I Hp59.bmp I HpM.bmp [ Hp61.bfnp' I Hp62.bmp 丨 Hp63.bmp i Hp64,b(r*)' 1 I ^ S . b m p 「 l ^ . b n * 
450x450x21b 450x450x2� 150x450x24b 450xt50x24b 150x450x24b ^50x450x24b 450x450x2� 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Hp67.bmp I Hp68,bmp I Hp69.b(np I Hp70,bmp I H^rbnv 1 Hp72.bn)p I Hp73.bmp | Hp74.bmp | HpTS.bmp i Hp76.b(T«3 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x150x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x21b | 't5(a:450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Hp77.bnnp I Hp78.bmp Y-HpW.bmp一-「HpBO.bmp I Hp81.bttip | Hp82.bmp .「Hp83.bmp— | Hpfrt.bmp _「HpSsW— { Hp86.b(np 
h K M K i K H H M H i 9 ^ ： H i 8 E B E . 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x2^b 450x450x2� 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Hp87.bmp I HpSe.bmp I Hp89.bmp I HpM.bmp ‘ I Hp91.bmp I Hp92.bmp I Hp93.bmp ! Hp94,bmp | Hp95,bmp I Hp%.bmp 
• • • 圓 • 圓 圓 • • 圓 
450x450x24b I 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b 450xH50x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Hp97.bmp I Hp98.bmp I Hp99.bmp I HplOO.bmp I Hpl01.bmp I Hpl02.bmp I Hpl03.bmp I HpKM.bmp I HpiosT^ | bmp 
H H H B I I B H B H 
450x150x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x4S0x24b 450x450)g^ 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450xH50x21b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Hpioy.bmp I HplOe.bmp I Hpl09,bmp | HpUO.^^ [Tt^—lTT^^ 丨 Hpll2.biiir* I Hpili^rii^「HplM.bmp | HpllS.bmp [l-^l^biTip 
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wwwwwwwwww 
450x450x24b 丨 45Qx150x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x246J 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b 1150x450x24b | 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x150x24b 
Hpl I7.bmp [ Hpl 18.bmp「Spli9:—p I Hpl2o!bmp [ Hpl21.bmp f Hpl22.bmp [ Hpl23.bmp I Hpi24.bmp i Hpl25:bmp I Hpl26:“— 
匾 匾 • • 匾 • • 匾 • • 
450x45Cbc24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 45^450x24b | 45Qx450x24b | 45Qx450x24b | 450x45Qx24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b 
Hpr27.i>mp I Hpl28.bmp「Hpl29.bmp I I^ 130.bmp I Hpl31^mp i H p l 玉 ‘ i I Hpl34^bmp「；li.bmp「"SpTtS^… 
國圓匾 
450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450xg0^4b | 450x450x24b 丨 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
Hpl37.bmp i Hpl38.bmp 1 Hpl39.bmp | HpHO.bmp I HpHl.bmp ( » ^ 1 4 2 ‘ �[ H p H S . b ^ i ^ I HpH4.bmp { HpM5.bmp | Hpl46.bmp 
_ 圍 • 匾 • • 匾 
450x450x2� 450x150x24b <50x150x24b <50x450x24b 450x4S0)g4b 450x4Mg4b 450x45^^ 450x150x24b 450x150x24b 450x450x24b 
Hpl47.bmp ^  i HpH8.bmp | Hpl49.bmp fHpl50.bmp 丨 Hp—isl.bmp—「Hpl52.bmp-_「l^ isibmp「—Hpl54.bmp—「h^ l^SS.bmp— [ H ^ b i n p 
國 圈 圓 國 _ 圔 圔 圔 圜 疆 
450x450x24b 450x450x21b <50x450x24b 450x450x2� 450)^x24b 450x450x21b 450x450x21b [ 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
Hpl57,b(np n^l-5‘[)(in^-“.「TjpT§?.-“. .|.l^i‘ijJi)|r-「Hpl^l7b(np | HprM.bmp' [ Hpl63.bmp THpiei'^mp' I HpVM.bmp I HplM,^  
圓 圓 邏 圃 • 圃 圃 匯 國 匯 
450x450x24b 4S0x45Ox24b 450x450x24b �450 x24 b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
Hpl67.bmp Hpiee.bmp I Hpl69.bmp I Hpl70.bmp [ l^nrbmp | Hpl72.bmp | Hpl73.bii^| Hpl74.bmp | HplTS.bcnp | Hpl76.bnip 
圓 I圓 I國 I國 I國|_|圔 I圔 I匯 I圔 
450x450x24b <?0x^ 50x24b <50x450x2� 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x<50x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
1 Hpl77,bmp I Hpl78.bmp | Hpl79,bmp | Hpl80.bmp | HplSLbnip | Hpl82.bmp ！ Hpl83.bmp | HplSl.bmp I Hpl8S.b(np ； Hpl86.bmp 
• 圖 國 • • • 國 圔 
450x450x2� 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450)(450)^ 4b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x2� 450x450x24b 
lHpl87.bmp I Hpl88,bmp | Hpl89.bmp ！ Hpl90.bmp | Hpl9lli(inp | Hpigzibnip I Hpl93.bmp | Hpl94.bmp | ^195.b(np ！ Hpl96.bnf) 
國 國 圔 _ _ _ 歷 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 14a)x450x24b 450x4Mx24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
l UpW.bmp I Hpl98.bmp I Hpl99.bmp I Hp200.bmp I Hp201.bmp I Hp202.bnip I HpZOS.bmp | HpZM.bmp I f^OS.bmp I Hp206.bmp 
壓 圓 國 國 圔 圔 • 圔 圔 圔 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Hp207,bmp I Hp208.bfnp | Hp209.bmp I Hp210,bmp | Hp211,bmp I Hp212.bmp [ Hp213.bmp | Hp214.bnip I Hp215.bmp I HpZie.bmp 
國 圚 國 圔 圔 》 圓 
450x450x24b 450x450x246 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x2� 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Hp217.b(iip I Hp218.bmp | Hp219.bmp I Hp220,binp • Hp221.bmp | Hp222.bmp i Hp223.bmp | Hp224.bmp | Hp22S.bmp ' Hp226.bmp 
圓 圓 圓 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
<50x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x21b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b <50x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Hp227.b^| Hp22B.bcnp I Hp229.bmp I Hp230.bfflp I Hp231,bmp | Hp232.bmp • H^Sa.bmp I Hp234 bmp | Hp235.bmp ！ Hp236.bmp 
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邏 國 國 圔 _ 邏 「 • 邏 _ • 
LSHi I^MT m B m ^ m m t ^ K A K LfiB L^SK L S K A K 
450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 45Cbc450^4b | 45Qx45Qx24b | 45Qx4gx24b | 45^50x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
Hp237.bmp ！ Hp238.bmp [ Hp239^p ！ Hp240Jbmp P H p S r S n p [ Hp2427bmp ! Hp243^「Hp244.bmp i Hp245.brnp | hip246.bmp 
圓 圜 _ _ 圔 _ _ _ _ 1 _ 
JSK y m n K y o K L S K L S K l S t L S W ..sv l S P 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x2� 450x450x24b 450x45Cb(24b 450x45Qx24b 450x450x24b 
Hp247.bmp I Hp248.bmp I Hp249.bmp i Hp250.bmp | Hp251.bmp | Hp252.bmp 1 Hp253.bmp i Hp254.bmp lHp2S5.bmp lHp2S6.bmp 
圖 _ _圔圓圜圔遷 _ _ 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450ig1b [ 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b ；Hp257,bmp— I Hp258.bmp I Hp259.bmp I Hp260.bmp 1 Hp261.bmp ( Hp262,bnip i Hp263.bmp | Hp264.bmp— f Hp265.bmp | Hp266.bmp 
S S I a s i S S 通 通 Q K \]Bk 通 K [ 2 K 
_ 纖 纖 _ 圓 豳 豳 量 灘 ⑩ 
45Qx450x24b | 45Qx450x24b | 45Qx450x24b 45Qx450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
Hp267.bmp I Hp268.bmp I Hp269.bmp I Hp270.bmp I Hp27V^ I Hp272.bmp I Hp273.bmp I Hp274.bmp I H(^ 75.bmp | Hp276.bmp 
邏 圓 圔 钃 圃 趣 1 1 • 通 • 
9 K m i K n v m i H n f n w n i U B I 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 1450x450x24b 450x450x24b 45(b;450g4b 450x45^4b 450x450x24b 450x450)(24b 
i Hp277.bmp | Hp278.bmp •「H72〒9^..Yfip;2Sri)nip.."「Hp281.bmp pHpS^Snp i Hp283,bmp i Hp284.bmp [ Hpisslbmp | Hp286.bnip 
圓 圓 圓 • 圔 圓 圓 _ _ 圔 
450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x2� | 450x450x24b | 45Qx45Qx24b | 450x450x24b | 450x45Qx24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Hp287.bmp I Hp288.b(np I Hp289.bmp i Hp290.bmp I Hp291.bmp I Hp292.bmp | Hp293.bmp I Hp294.bmp | Hp295.^ ！ Hp296.bmp 'mgl 通 I s i l 通 I 通 I 通 I Q K i K i i ( x 
i l a Q Q S B s a ‘®* 
IJBM n i n i K M L B i L B K l a f i J W sMM U B K 
450x450x24b 450x150x21b 450x450x2� <50x450x24b 45Qx150x24b 150x450x24b 1450x150x24b 450x450x21b 450x150x2^ 450x450x24b 
I Hp297,bmp I Hp298.bmp I Hp299,bfnp I Hp300^" ( HpioT t^mp I HpMaibtiip l Hp303.bmp I HpXrt,bni(i ； Hp30S.bmp | h ^ . b m p 
rapajT' f^ BS^  PlPUt" r^ ip^ � F^ iPST 「^ PfcT rilK" 
^m g a 
m M K i H K L S i y O i iJOK L S K L S M U K J h i S K 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 15Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x2^b 450x450x24b 450x450x2� 450x450x24b 
I Hp307.b»np I Hp308.bmp I Hp309.bmp I Hp310,bmp I Hp311.brop | Hp312.bmp fHp313,bnip" I Hp314.bmp | f^lS.bmp | H)316：^ 
圓 圖 圖 _ 圓 _ 圔 圓 _ _ 
450x450x21b 450x450x21b 450x450x24b 150x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x246 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Hp317.bmp I Hp318.bmp | Hp319.bnip I Hp320.bmp | Hp321.bmp i Hp322.bmp | Hp323,b(np | Hp324.bmp | h ^ . b m p | h^ )326.bmp 
_ 圓 _ 國 圓 圓 圔 圔 圔 國 
450x450x24b 450x450x2� 450x450x24b 450x450g4b <50x450g4b < 5 0 x 1 5 ^ ^ 450x450x24b 450x45(^(2� 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
「Hp327.bmp I Hp32e,bmp I Hp329.bfnp i Hp3M,^ I Hp331.bmp I | Hp333.bmp i Hp334.bmp I �3 5 : b m p l ^ ^ . t x i ^ 
國 _ 圓 圔 匯 圔 匾 圔 • 鼷 
450x450x21b 450x450x24b 450x450x2� 450x450x2^ 450x450x2� 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x2^ 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Hp337.bn)p I Hp338.bmp | Hp339.bmp I Hp340.bmp I Hp341.bmp 1' Hp3«,bmp I Hp343,bmp ！ H^mbiiip I | h^ .bmp 
I B i I B i O S a s O K U S E Q K t w： [ I K M T 
• • 垂 • 瞧 疆 霾 匾 钃 • 
450x450x246 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x4Klx2'te 4 5 0 x t 5 ( ^ 450x450x2� 450x450x2� 450x450x24b 
I Hp347,biTip | Hp350.bmp I Hp351.bn)p [ H p 3 5 2 . b m p . 丨 Hp354.bfnp [ Hp355.bmp i h^ )356,bcnp 
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釅 圔 遽 • 圜 圔 匯 匾 醒 匯 
450x45Qx24b | 450x450x24b | 45Qx450x24b 丨 450x450x24b 丨 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b 丨 450x450x24b 115Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Hp357.bmp「Hp358.bmp 丨 Hp359.bmp | Hp360.bmp | Hp362.bmp" [ Hpmbmp \ Hp3647bmp rHp365.bmp I Hp366.bmp 
• 圚 鼷 釅 • • 匾 • 鼷 • 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b � 450x45Qx24b | 450x450x2� 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b 450x450x246 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 150x450x24b 
i Hp367.bmp I Hp368.bmp I Hp369.bmp | Hp370.bmp | Hp371.bmp | Hp372.bmp 丨 Hp373.bmp I Hp374.bmp「Hp375_bmp | Hp376.bmp 
圓 圏 鼷 • 隱 圃 圓 
45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x150x24b 丨 450x450x24b 丨 450x450x24b 丨 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Hp377.bmp I Hp378.bmp | Hp379.bmp | Hp380.bmp I Hp381.bmp I Hp382.bmp I Hp383.bmp I Hp384.bmp I Hp385.bmp I Hp386.bmp 
鼷園圓 
450x4TOx24b | 4S0x450x24b | 450x450x24b 
I Hp3e7.bmp I Hp388.bmp | Hp389.bmp  
^50x450x246 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x150x24b 450x450x24b 
I Sdl.bmp I Sda.bmp T Sd3.bmp.. \ ScSibmp' T SdS.bn^「Sde.bmp 
• 圔 國 圈 • 矚 • 圃 
450x450x24b | 450x45Qx24b | 450x450x2� | 45Qx450x24b | 450x450x24b 1150x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
\ Sd7.bmp I Sde.bmp I Sd9.bmp i SdlO.bmp | Sdll.bmp | Sdl2.bmp I Sdl^brip 1 Sdi4.brnp 「Sdl5:bmp | Sdl6.bmp 
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�4 5 0 x 2 4 b 450x450x2<b t50x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x2� 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x4S0x24b 450x4S0x24b 450x4S0x24b 
I 5d27.bmp \ Sd28,bmp I Sd29.bmp「Sd30.bmp .—「Sd31.bmp I Sd32.bmp I Sd33.bmp [ 'sd34.bfnp I Sd35.b(np •！ Sd36 bnv 
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<50x450x24b 450x450x2Hb 150x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 150x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x2� 450x150x21b 450x450x24b 
I Sd37.bmp I Sd38.bmp I Sd39.bmp I Sd40.bmp I Sd41.bmp I Sd42.bmp I Sd43,bfnp I Sd44,binp「Sd45.bmp ！ Sde.bmp" 
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450x450x2<b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b •450x45^4b| 450x450x21b 
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圓圓 
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450x450x24b 丨 45Qx450x24b 450x450x2曲 | 450x45Qx24b 450x450x24b 150x450x24b 
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I Nr7.bmp I Nr8.bmp | Nr9.bmp [ NrlO.bmp I Nrll.bmp > Mrl2.bmp i Mrl3.bmp 「NrH.bmp ！ Nrl5.bmp | Nrl6.bmp 
圓 國 _ 圃 國 匯 匾 _ _ _ 
450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 45Qx450x24b | 45Qx450x24b | 450x450x24b 1150x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Nrl7.bmp I Nrl8.bmp | Nrl9.bmp | Nr20.bmp I Nr21.bmp ！ Nr22.bmp | Nr23.bmp | Nr24.bmp I Nr2S.bmp 丨 Nr26.bmp 
匾 圓 圓 圓 _ 匾 _ • 圓 匾 
450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b 丨 45Qx450x24b 丨 15Qx450x24b | 450x450x24b 丨 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Nr27.bmp | Nr28.bmp rri^9.bmp i NrM.bmp [ " l ^ l ^ p f Nr32.bmp ( Nr33.bmp i Nr34Jbmp ！ Nr35.bmp ！ Nr36.bmp 
_ _ 圓 圓 _ 匯 • 匾 匾 
450x450x24b | 450x45Qx24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 4�p_f_ ’J j^|^^S^c24 j j | 450x45Qx24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x150x24b 
fNr^y'.bmT i Nr38.bmp I Nr39.bmp 「rJi^oT^—p 丨 Nr12.bmp ] Nr43.bmp I Nr44.bmp ！ Nr45.bmp [ Nr46.bmp 
• 圍 匱 _ 謹 匾 醒 匪 醒 
450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x45Qx24b | 450x450x24b 丨 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b 1150x450x24b 丨 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Nr47.bmp I Nr48.bmp | Nr49,bmp I Nr5Q.bmp I Nr51.bmp 丨 Nr52.bmp I Nr53.bmp | Nr54.bmp ！ Nr55.bmp ！ Nr56.bmp WWEWWeWEWE 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x<50x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x2� 450x450x24b 450x450x2<b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Nr57.bmp I Nr58.bmp I Nr59.bmp I Nr60.bmp I ~Nr6T7btiip | Nr62,binp | Nr63.bmp | Nr64.bmp 1 Nr6S.bmp~ ! Nr66.bmp 
• 國 • 國 圓 匾 匾 國 匾 醒 
150x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x2<b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Nr67.b(np | Nr68.bmp I Nr69.btnp I Nr70.bmp I Nr71.btnp i Nr72,bmp | Nr73.bmp I Nr74.bmp | NrTS.bmp 丨 Nr76—.bntp 
• 國 圓 國 圓 匾 醒 画 圓 匾 
450x450x2� <50x450x24b 450x450x21b 450x450x24b 450x450x2� 450x450x24b 150x450x24b 4S0x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Nr77,b(np I NrTS.bmp i Ni79.bmp I NrSO.bmp | Nf81,bmp | Nr82.bmp " | Nr83.bmp | Nr64."bmp" i Nr85.bmp Nr86.bit*) 
圓 圃 • 匪 國 匾 醒 醒 國 圓 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 150x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x2� 450x450x24b 450x4S0x24b 450x450x24b 
[ N r 8 7 . b [ ^ l Nr88.bmp Nr89,bmp | Nr90.bmp I Nr91.bnp | Nr92.bmp .「Nr93.bmp ！ Nr94.bmp I Nr95.bmp ' Nr96.bnp 
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睡 睡 睡 國 B S S S i S S 
450x45Qx24b 450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 150x450x24b 150x45Qx24b 450x450x21b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
「Nr97.bmp—「Nr98.brnp 「Nr99.bmp | NrlOO.bmp ！ NrlOl^mp 「1^102.5^"? i ^ foa-bmp | Nrl01.bmp i NrlOS；^ ！ Nrioe.brr^ 
匾 匾 圖 • • 醑 醪 
4S0x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x<50x24b �4 5 0 x 2 4 b .450x450x2� 450x450x24b 150x45(y4b 450x450x24b ^50x450x24b 
rNrlOy.bmp「Nrl0B,bmp:「Nrl09,bmp I NrllO.bmp JnSTTl^y—.rf^ni.iMnp。NrlM.bcnp' ； Nrll5.bmp ！ Nrne.bi^ 
匾 匾 匾 • 醒 • • • • 匾 
450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x2� | 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I N7ri7bmp I Nrll8.bmp 「 N r l T ^ p I Nrl20.bmp [ Nrl21.bmp 丨 N r l ^ ^ p i Nrl23.bmp I NrlZl.brr^' i Nrl25.bmp | Nrl26.bmp 
匯 匾 _ • 匯 • • • _ 匾 
450x450x24b 丨 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 丨 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 150x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
[Nrl27,bmp \ Nrl^.bmp | Nrl29.bmp I Nrl30.^p I" Nri3l.bmp I N r l 32 .^ 1 N r l S ^ [ 1^134.60^ ！ ISIrl35.bmp~「(^ Irli^ .bmp— 
匾 圃 國 國 匯 匯 匯 疆 圃 疆 
450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x15Qx24b | 45Qx450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
rNrl37!brnp | Nrl38.bmp「I^139:bmp I Nrl40.bmp [ Nri41.bmp \ Nrl42.bmp | Nrl43.bnv' | Nri44.bmp j Nrl45.bmp I Nrl46.bfTV 
圃 圈 圓 國 疆 匯 趣 ！ ^ 鼷 • 
450x4M)g4b | <50x450x2<b 450x450x21b 45(M50g4b �4 S 0 x 2 4 b 450x450x24b 45(M50x24b 450x450x2� 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
「NrH7,bmp— I NrH8.bmp_「Nrl49.bnf^) I Nrl50.bmp I Nrl51.bmp [ Nrl+5"2.& ]-fJrl53,bmp' I NrlM.bmp _ i Nrl—b.^ tnp I Nrl56.bmp 
匾 圓 圓 匯 圓 匾 匾 • 疆 歷 
45Qx450x24b 4S0x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b 1150x45Qx24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
I Nrl57,bmp I Nrl5B.bmp 1 Nrl59.bmp I ISIrl60.bmp I Nrl6l.bmp I Nrl62.bfnp i Nrl63.bmp | Nrl64.bmp I Nrl65.bmp | N r l 6 6二 
國 圈 國 圓 匾 匾 圔 匾 圃 • 
450x450)(24b ^50x450x24b 450x450x24b <50x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x246 450x450x24b 4S0x450x24b ^50x450x24b 450x450x246 
I N7li77bmp i Nrl68.bmp | Nrl69.bmp | Nfl70.bmp | Nrl71.bmp i Nrl72.bmp | Nrl73.bmp | Nrl74.b(np I Nrl75.bmp I Nrl76 bmp 
mmmmmmmmmm 
45Qx450x24b | 450x45^4b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 45Qx450x24b | 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x21b 450x450x24b 
i Nrl77.bmp 丨 Nri78,bmp_「Nrl79,bfnp I Nrl80,bmp「r^rlSl—.bmp 丨 Nrl82.bmp 丨 Nrl83.bmp | Nri84.bmp I Nrl8S.bmp | Nrl86:brnp 
匾 圔 圈 圔 圈 團 圔 _ _ _ 
450x450x24b 450x450x2� 450x450x24b 450x450x2� 450x150x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
=Nrl87,bmp I Nrl88.bmp I Nrl89.bmp I Nrl90.bmp | Nrl91.bmp I N r l V ^ ^ I Nrl93.bmp ！ Nrl94.bmp I Nrl95.bmp I Nrl96.bmp 
_ 圔 _ 圈 _ 邏 _ _ 園 圔 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 4S0x450x24b 450x450x2� 450x450x24b 450x450x2� 450x^50x24b 450x450x21b 450x150x24b 
；Nrl97.bmp i Nrl98.bmp I Nrl99,bmp | Nr200.bmp i NrZOl.bmp | Nr202.bmp i Nr^^bmp' | Nr204.bmp 丨 Nr205.bmp | Nr206:bmp 
圔 圔 圔 圔 _ _ _ _ _ _ 
45Qx<50x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x21b 450x450x2� 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x2� 450x450x21b 
I Nf207.bnip I Nr208.b(np | Nf209,bmp I NrZlQ.bny I Nr211.bmp | Nf212.bmp’ Nf213,bmp | Nr2M.bmp i Nr215.bmp ！ Nr216.bmp 
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_ _ _ _ 圔 _ 圔 _ _ 圔 
450x450x24b 丨 45Qx450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 45Qx150x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
t Nr237.bmp I Nr238.bmp fljr239.bmp | Nr240.^p I Nr2Tl3mp I WzizTbmp I Nr243:bmp � Nr244.bmp | ‘ Nr246.bmp 
圖 圓 圔 _ 圓 圓 _ 圔 _ 圔 
450x450x24b 丨 45^450x24b | 丨 450x450x24b 丨 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
�Nr247.'bmp �Nr248.bmp I Nr249.bmp I Nr250.b叩 I Nr251.bmp I Nr252.^ p I Nr253.bmp ！ Nr254.bmp ！ Nr255ibmp 丨 Nr256.bmp 
_ 圔 圔 圔 圔 _ _ 圓 _ _ 
450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450xg0x24b | 450x450x^ | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 150x450x24b 
I Nr257.bmp I Nr258.bmp I Nr259,bmp 1 Nr260.bmp i Nr261.bmp「Nr262.bmp I Nr263.bmp i r^ 264.bmp ！ Nr265.bmp ！ Nr266.brnp 
圔圜 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x150x24b 450x450x24b 
i Nr267.bmp I Nr268.bmp | Nr269.bmp「rjr270.b(np「fii^yT^p 1 Nr272.bmp I Nr273^^ ； Nr274.bmp i Nr275.bmp i Nr276.brnp 
_ _ 圖 圓 圜 圔 _ _ 圜 邏 
450x450x24b | 450x450x24b 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x45Qx24b | 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
rNr^ Ump I Nr278.bmp rNr279.brnp I Nr280.bmp I Nr28l.bmp | 丨 Nr283.bmp ！ Nr284.bmp “ | Nr285.bmp | Nr286.bmp 
_ _ _ 圜 圃 圔 圔 _ _ _ 
45Qx4SQx24b 丨 450x450x24b 丨 450x4SQx24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
！ Nr287.bmp | Nr288.bmp | Nr289.bfr^  I I Nr292.bmp | Nr293T‘�Nr294.bmp I Nr295.^ I Nr296.bmp 
450x450x24b <50x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x2^ 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 4S0x450x24b 
I Nr237.bmp | Nr238.bmp | Nr239,binp [ 1^240.binp" I Nr241.bmp | Nr242.b(np I Nr243.bmp i Nr244.bmp | Nr245.b(np ； Nr246.bti^ 
圓 _ _ _ _ _ 圔 _ _ _ 
450x45Qx24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x45Qx24b | 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
i Nr247.bmp i Nr248.bmp I Nr249.bmp I Nr250.bmp I Nr251.bmp I Nr252Vbmp | Nr253.bmp | Nr254:bcnp ! Nr255.bmp 1 Nr256.bmp 
圓 圓 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
450x450x24b j 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
！ Nr257.bfnp— | NrZSS.^ jT^^bmp「Nr260.bmp— f Nr261.bmp 旧62.bmp「Nr263W I ri264.brTv" " f Nr265.bmp~ i Nr266 bmp 
m _ 屬 圓 _ 圔 • 圔 圔 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x150x246 450x450x24b 450x450x21b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
Nr267.bmp | NrZM.bmp 1 Nr269,bmp I Nr270.bmp i Nr271,bmp | Nr272.bmp i Nr273.bmp | Nr274,bmp I Nr275.bmp | Nr276,b(np 
m鼴1藝_ • 圔 圔 圈 圔 圔 
450x450x24b 150x450x24b 450xH50x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x2^ 450x450x24b 
! Nr277.bmp | Nr278,bmp | Nr279.bmp [ I Nr281,bmp | Nr282.bmp | Nf283,bmp I l i i w ' ^ i N r 2 8 S ^ " � � Nr286.bmp 
_ _ _ 國 國 趣 園 圔 _ 圜 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x246 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 150x450x24b 450x450x2<b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
Nf287.binp I Nf28e,bmp | Nr289.bmp | Nf290.b(np | Nf291.bmp | Nr292.b(np • njr293.bmp': Nr294.bmp •H^i^^^Si i^ l Nr296:bfnp 
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圜 圔 圔 • 圔 _ 圔 _ 
450x450x24b | 45Qx450x24b | 450x45Qx24b | 450x45Qx24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b | 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
「Nr217.bmp | Nr218.bmp I Nr2l9.bmp i Nr220.bmp | Nr22l.bmp | Nr222.bmp [Nr223.bmp「Nr224.bmp [ Nr225.bmp [ 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x4S0x24b 450x450x2� 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x2� 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
Nr227.b(np I Nr228.binp I Nr229.binp | Nr230.bfiy | Nr231.bmp | Nr232.b(np I Nr233.bmp j Nr234.binp | Nr235.bfnp I Nf2^.bmp 
• 邏 圔 圔 國 圚 圔 圓 _ 匾 
450x45Qx24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 45Qx450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
Nr327.bmp | Nr328.bmp | Nr329.bmp | Nr330,bmp 丨 Nr331.bmp | Nr332.bmp I Nr333.bmp f Nr334.bmp | Nr335.bmp f Nr336.bmp 
_ 醒 • 圚 _ _ 圔 _ 圔 | 1 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 
Nr337.bmp | Nr338.bmp | Nr339.bmp | Nr340.bmp I Nr341.binp | Nr342.bmp 1 Nr343.bmp | Nr344.bmp I Nr345.bmp | Nr346.bmp 
圜 圜 • 圜 圜 圔 圔 _ 圍 _ 
450x450x2� 150x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x2� 450x^50x24b 450x450x24b 
Nr347.bmp I Nr348.bmp i Nr349.bmp I NrSBO.binp f Nr351 ,bmp— I Nr352,bmp | Nr353,bmp [ Nr354.bmp 丨 NrSSS.bntp 「Nr356,bmp 
圓 _ 圔 • 圔 _ • _ 醒 圔 
450x450x24b 450x450x24b �4 5 0 x 2 4 b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 450x<50x24b 4S0x450x24b 450x450x2� 450x450x2<b 450x450x24b 
Nr357.bmp I Nr3S8.bmp I Nr359.bmp I Nr360.bmp I Nr361,bmp | Nr362.binp | Nr363.bmp | NrSM.bmp | Nr365.b(np | Nr366.bmp 
_ 圔 圓 圜 圜 圓 • • 圈 圔 
450x45Clx2^b 450x450x21b 450x150x24b 450x150x24b 45Dx450x24b 450x<50x24b 450x450x24b 450x450x24b 150x450x21b 450x450x24b 
Nr367.bmp | Nr36e,bmp | Nr369.bmp I Nr370,bnnp | Nr371.b(np | Nr372.btnp | Nr373.bfnp I Nr374.bmp 1 NrSTS^ bmp | Nr376.bmp 
匾釅 
450x45Qx24b 450x450x24b 
Nr377.brr)p I Nr378.bmp  
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Image Sample 4 for Deformable Template Matching Method Experiment 3 
320x32Qx24b 丨 320x320x24b | 320x32Qx24b | 320x320x24b | 320x320x24b | 320x320x24b 320x320x24b 320x320x24b 
Arol.bmp I Aro2.bmp | Aro3.bmp ‘ Aro4.bmp I Aro5.bmp ！ Aro6.bmp I Aro7.bmp Aro8:bmp 
隁 围 趣 
32Qx320x24b | 320x320x24b | 320x320x24b | 320x32Qx24b | 320x32Qx24b | 32Qx32Qx24b 丨 320x320x24b 32Qx320x24b 320x320x24b 
Aro9.bnip I /U-olO.bmp I Hpol.bmp | Hpo2.bmp ： Hpoi.bmp | Hpo4.bfnp [ Hposi^bmp ； Hpo6:“ Hpo7^bmp 
_ 曜 匿 
32Qx320x24b | 320x32Qx24b | 320x320x24b | 320x320x24b | 320x320x24b | 320x320x24b | 320x320x24b 320x320x24b 320x320x24b 
Hpo8.bmp I Hpo9.bfnp \ Hpol0.bmp [ Nrol0.bmp | Nrol.bmp [ Nro2.bmp | Nro3.txr^  I Nr^ Tbirp ‘ Nro5.bmp 
320x3gx24b | 320x320x24b | 320x3g0?g4b | 32^g0x24b | 320x32Qx24b | 320x320x24b | 320x320x24b | 320x320x24b 320x320x24b 
Nro6.bmp f lio7.brnp I Nro8,bmp I Nro97bmp 丨 Sdol.bmp I Sdo2.bmp ; Sdo3.bmp 1 Sdo4.bmp ^ 
w m m m i i w w m m 
320x320x24b 32Qx32Qx24b 320x320x24b | 320x320x24b 320x320x24b | 320x320x24b | 32Qx320x24b 320x320x24b 320x320x24b 
Sdo6.bmp \ I sSs.bmp | Sdo9.bmp I Sdol0.bmp I 5ro2.bmp | 5rol.bmp I Sroai^ mp ~ Si^bmp 
mwf^mmiK 
320x320x24b | 32Qx320x24b | 320x320x24b | 320x320x24b | 320x320x24b | 320x320x24b 
SroS.bny | 5fo6.bmp I 5ro7.bmp I SroS.bmp | 5ro9.bmp I 5rol0.bmp  
• | 匿 | _ 圓 | 1 ! _ _ | _ 隱 _ _ 
<00x350x-,| 320x320x.,J 3^ x320x^ ..| 320x320x...| 32tb(320x.,.| 400x350x..,| 320xm<... 320x320x... 320x320x,., 320x320x... 400x350x,.. 
I Arfl.BMP I Af2.BMP I Arf3.BMP ( Arf4.BMP I Arf5.BMP I Aril.BMP | Arl2.BMP I Arb.BMP ！ Ari4.BMP i Arl5:BMP | Arrl bmp" 
K 閽 _ 圓 1 置 _ I? _ ff ••圃 
320x320x...| 320x320x,.,[ 320x320x..,| 320x320x,..| �3 5 0 x . " | 320x320x...| 320x320x...| 320x32Clx,..| 320x320x... 400x3S0x... 320x320x... 320x320x... 
Arr2.BMP | Arr3,BMP I Arr4.BMP | Arr5.BMP I Hpfl.BMP | Hpf2.BMP I Hpf3.BMP i Hpf4.BfS> I HpTsf^  i Hpl.bmp I Hpl2 ^ ！ bmp" 
•醒••關 
320x32Qx... 32Qx320x... 40Qx35Qx...| 320x32Qx... 32Qx320x... 32Qx320x... 32Qx320x... 4QQx35Qx... 32Qx320x... 320x320x... 320x320x.., 320x320x… 
I Hpl5.BMP i Hprl.BMP (Tlpr^Bi I Hpr3.BMP [Hpr^ BMP | HprS.BMP | Nrfl.BMP I Nrf2.BMP I Nrf3 ！ NrM.BI^  | Nrf5 ^ 
匪 • • 匾 • • 圏 匿 關 _ V • 
1Q0x350x...| 320X320X.M| 320X320X".| 320X320X...| 320X320X...| 400X350X...| 320X320X...| 320X32QX... 320X320X... 320X320X... 400X350X... 320X320X… 
1 Nrll.BMP I Nrl2.BMP 丨 Nrl3.BMP | NrM.BMP | Nrl5.BMP 1 Nrrl.BMP 丨 Nrr2.BMP 1 Nrr3.BMP rNrr4^" | NrrS.BW i Sdfl.BMP | Sdf2.BMP 
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